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As promised, the Herald has 
~:'~ feature phetus and stories 
-,L,,:L */" from the raising of the Unity 
~ i  ~ totem pole in Aiyansh. Turn 
,. "~ ~ to pages feur and five for 
~ ~  our presentation of this 
~ his~rfc event.. 
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Fer ry  • - cont rac t  to  R iv tow [he  r Weather e weatherman says | there is no change in store. 
I Cloud and rain will be with VANCOUVER (CP) -- because there are no $27 a car each way and $3.30 He said another contract 
| us fur awhile, with a hit of RivTow Straits Ltd. of facilities." a foot for commercial is to be awarded shortly to 
| slush in the morning, The Vancouver has been He said drivers of vehicles traffic, provide connector service 
I overnight iow was I degree awarded the contract to being transported would be The service will replace between northern coastal 
LUME' 71 N:~:  g Terrace, Price: 20centl THURSDAY.NOvEMKJtimat'theHazeltons'StewartandtheNass kbeland the high today should provide tug and barge serv- expected te fly. that provided between the communities and the Queen 
VO BER 3, 1977 4 degrees, ice between Prince Rupert The new freight service is islands and Prince Rupert of Prince Rupert which 
and Masset on the Queen ' to ~ in operation within the for a short time last spring stops at Kelsey Bay, Bells 
. . . . . . . . . .  Charlotte Islands. next two weeks, by the Malibu Princess. Bells and Ocean Falls. 
~~r.eves-ue addresses French os.o , e' l"÷ors A spokesman for the SCHEDULE SOON The vessel Bells Bells British Columbia Ferry A schedule has not yet The spokesman said the currently provides the link 
Corp. said Wednesday the been prepared, but the vessel was taken off the between the coastal corn- Plea for sympathy, unde]  tanding contract is ~art of the $8 spokesman said it is ex - route  after making a few mnnitiessuchasKincolith, million submdy agreement pected that Rivtow will trips because itwas "not too Namu and Stewart to the 
D| with the federal government make two crossings a week. well received" by area Queen of Prince Rupert at 
• to provide freight service to Cost has been estimated at residents. Bells Bella. 
communities along the By FRANK MACKEY 
PARIS (CP)  - -  French 
legislators, adjourning their 
deliberations, warml3 
applauded Quebec Premier 
Rene Levasque as he 
predicted Wednesday that 
Quebecsoon would become 
a separate ~ountryi 
.:,'~politisal ,,,ma~r~-~--its 
kiternal Ne and its future." 
"It is more and more 
certain that a new country 
will soon appear 
democratically - on the 
map," Levesque told 
members of the National 
AsseMbly who gathered for 
a speo~l reception in an 
ornate hal~ jest off the main 
assembly rooin. 
Perspiring and_. slightly 
nervous but soon brooming 
more relaxed, Levesque 
acknowledged the special 
honor paid him by the' 
assembly gathering, sawn. g, 
"This is true recogmtion, 
recognition of the essential, 
that you accord today to the 
Quebec people." 
This was the opening of an 
offieial' three-day visit for 
the Quebec leader with 
French officials carefully 
avoiding acts that might 
lead to accusations by Ot- 
tawa that the French are 
according Levesque head- 
ofstate treatment. 
welcoming ceremonies all 
that appeared to be missing 
were a few more motorcycle 
escorts. 
Some observers also'noted 
that eeremoniea for 
Levesque exceeded those 
planned for .... P~'esident 
Carter's visit here Nov. 29. 
In his speech, Levesque 
pleaded for  French 
• "sympathy and un- 
derstanding." Just hours 
earlier, at a special inn- 
checn, assembly Speaker 
Edgar Faure promised ~ 
Quebec "confidence and 
affection" in a toast o the 
Quebec leader. 
In introducing Levesque 
to the 200 legislators and 300 
invited guests, Faure 
praised the Quebec 
government's controversial 
north coast. 
That was one reason why Bill 101 janguage l gislation. "from the beginning those of Passenger service will not 
Levesque's speech did not " "  ' -~ "~'PRECIATED two equal countries, of two be provided. 
take place in the assembly z , , ,~. . , .  -~.;o,._. states that freely agree to "There is no way they 
room imeu. . :,,,~ : :, . . . .  ,,,. cooperate in all sectors of could carry passengers," 
acmevemenc o t  your activity that appear the spokesman said,"- 
HONORS SPECIAL  government is altogether of mutually beneficial and 
Some French officials another order than simply presently possible to them." 
said France"is i~ei~ly":a kesp ingthef lame;"F~e • :. - 
:M ' "  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  g 
,spectator in ,~_ ,~_g le .  :. •~~: .~r l~c4h~, .  p:fll . . . . .  
over the Separation issue only official language ot , ~ r  n 
but one expert here noted qeUebc, already weighs 
that heWednesdayhonors heavilybstho~.af.aetandas about cluB g h 
were almost hose reserved a symbol in ~e nalance o, in  o u r s  
for heads of state. In the your vast continent." 
Fame said there is no . . . . . . . . .  ~aPle affected as to what . . . . . .  vt,,~z ur, xa t ~r  ~ chauvumsm or mapenalism . . . .  
t~,;,,~ t'~.,,o~,~ o..,,~m fro. uonsumer ann uo~orase at good judgement ought 
-,o~'~,,,,*'t,'~,~,,'~';:an"¢li'ts Affairs Minister Rare Muir to be." 
o"~,,.''~.~"~;'~'~"^e'~'~uebec, s :saidWedaemtayhewasonly The  minister suggested 
=~,,e~"~="tT,'~t~i.4] w~o,. floating a trial balloon that '  mun ic ipa l i t ies  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ." .... Monday when he su ested liceneees and the general 
ce s desire to see the ttde of . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . public advise him as to their " ' ' " - ; ' " "^-"  "h~k~ is mat ucease~ esmnnsnmenm 
gn~ nave to ctose ny it ~o simply: motivated by the : .... opinions on.a standardized 
fears Of "linguistic stand- p.m.. . closing time. 
o,,~-oH,m" ~aure said " man" sala in an interview Malt's suggestion, made 
- - '~"-~ ' . ' he feels early closing would at a meeting of the B.C. 
be unreasonable Prh-ne Minister Raymond Hotel Association Monday, 
"On the other hand, I brought immediate 
don't think we want neigh- 
borhood pubs spilling people criticism from hotel 
spokesmen, who corn- 
out into the street at four . plained an early closing 
o'clock in the .morning time would hurt them 
Barr'e opened the special 
welcome by personally 
grsefing'Levesque at Orly 
"airl~rt, assuring him of 
"th-e. permanence of our 
frit[il~fship" and  em- 
phasizing strengthening 
relations between Quebec 
and Franee. 
Levasque responded that 
those relations had 'been 
Federal gov't ries 
to increase reserves 
OTTAWA(CP)-- Finance 
l~lnister Jean Chretien in- 
troducecl legislation in the 
Commons Wednesday that 
would give the government 
authority to borrow up to $9 
billion. 
The proposal is part of the 
legislation to put into effect 
measures contained in the 
March 31 budget announced 
by then finance minister 
Donald Macdonald and in 
the Oct. 20 financial 
statement by his successor, 
Chretien. 
The request for new 
borrowing au~ority comes 
on top of a $7 billion 
authority to boi'row that the 
government i'eceived in 
March this 'year. New 
borrowing i~ needed to 
cover the government's 
growing deficit and for 
contingencies including 
shoring up the sagging value 
of the dollar, finance 
depar tment  of f ic ia ls  said.  
F inance  depar tment  
officials say [here are 
several reasons why the 
addi t ional  borrowin$ 
authority is beln[g sought. 
Chretien revealed m his Oct. 
ei ther , "  he sa id .  
"Somewhere along the 
line we have to exercise 
good judgement, and the 
government would like 
some assistance from the 
financially. 
There now is no stan- 
dardized closing time for 
pubs in B.C., but most 
remain open past midnight. 
20 economic statement that been used, finance depert- 
government cash merit officials ay. To cover 
requirements this year have the higher cash 
risen to an estimated $8.5 requirements Chretiev 
billion from $6.4 billion esU- forecast, provide for the $1.5 
mated in the March 31 billion standy credit and still 
budget, be able to meet con- 
In . . . . . . . . .  fingencies such as  
aumuon, uareuen an- ~otecting the dollar against 
nouneed last week that a ~urther decline the 
U S $1 5 billion standby ' ". ' . . . government needs more 
• credit is uemg arranges monte now 
through Canadi'an private . . . .  :- • Id addition to the 
hanks m case the money is b-r~',,wi ~- authority the 
needed to protect he dollar.~ . . . legislative oroposals m. 
on Iorelgn currency map t r~.o~w~4, ,~nv  wm~ld 
kets. The government eeds ,,,t Intn o;¢~,.* toy • ;,, to 
borrowing authority to tannin,, ,~,,~ ~ ~ hm~,,, 
cover that amount in case it ~n,-,I~:,'~:',,'7,7~=~'~';,,:~:=-' 
~ls t~T av& v~v ~u~A~a~!  uta  
must be used, the finance : nounced in t~ March 31 
official suggested. ~' budget by" Macdonald. It 
As wen,"the government ~so l~'OpeSea toextend the 
faces large debt financing five ~er-cent investment tax 
next year, with a major credit for companies that 
issue of Canada Savings invest in new production 
Bonds maturing next Nov. 1. operations. 
The government will have to Small income tax cuts, up 
repay about $2 billion it to $100 maximum for the 
borrowed through bonds, as 1978 tax year, announced by 
well as pay out $2 billion Chretien last month would 
more in accru~ "interest. become law and the 
SOME CASH USED . . . . .  government would get 
Out0f the ~TDuuon o: ~.r- authority to put hito effect 
mwmg aumpnty given my i the $150 million injection of 
g.overnmeyt ta.st Marc.n, money into direct job 
anouc ~4 nmion has atreaay ~:creation programs. 
Trudeau says RCMP 
scandal not coverup 
accomplished babysitters 
and guardians• They 
seemed happy to have the 
youngster with them. 
As the baby matured, his 
flippers strengthened and 
flesh filled out his baby 
wrinkles. He began early 
morning forays on his own 
about the whale pool. But 
when crowds appeared at 
the regular whale shows, he 
stayedclose tohis mother. 
The longer he lived, the 
more scientific interest was 
created. Among his visitors 
were a team from the 
Nat ional  Geographic 
magazine, the director of 
the New England Aquarium 
in Boston ands  research 
assistant from Hubbs 
Soaworld Research Institute 
in San Diego. 
When he was two weeks 
old, the aquarium held a 
contest to name him. Tuaq, 
an Eskimo word meaning 
"the only one," was the 
entry of Denis Fester, 34, a 
graduate student in ling- 
uistics at the University of 
B.C. 
There were more than 
10,000 names uggested. 
As Tuaq thrived, he 
became a provincial pet,, 
along with Miracle, a young 
killer whale found sick and 
Miracle was "doing quite[ 
well" today, said Angus[ 
Matthews, manager of 
Sea[and of the Pacific in 
Victoria. 
Miracle, a female, still 
has skin problems, but they 
are not serious, he said. 
Matthews aid two behav- 
ioriai changes had been ob- 
served lately. 
"For some reason, she 
likes to lick the wall (of her 
pool)," he said. "And she's 
demanding more of our staff 
ti'~"She--~ seems to enjoy being l 
scratched. She likes having [
her belly scratched, like a l 
pussycat." 
injured off Vancouver 
Island who was given 
special care in Victoria. 
The two young whales 
were objects of attention, 
and affection, through the 
summer months. 
Two weeks ago, word 
came that Tuaq was ill. He 
had lost his equilibrium and 
was rolling to his right side. 
He was given antibiotics; 
his blood was tested and 
found anemic. He was 
thought o have caught an 
infection and special 
Veterinarians and biologists 
were consnlted:~= 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- world amid the lights of 
Tuaw, the 16-weck old b,,by movie and still cameras in 
beluga whale hem at the the:aquarium's beluga Po01. 
Vancouver Public . He instantly became the 
[Aquarium, died Tuesday Vancouver Aquarium:s 
[night. most popular attraction 
I Klaus Michaelis, the swimming and nursing in 
aquarium's chief tr_alner, the Public eye. His mou~ 
was checking on Tuaq was Shaped in a permanent 
shortly before 10 p.m. and happy grin and he was as 
found the beluga dead at the pla3~d and as loveable as 
bottom of a p0ol. any mammalian offspring. 
He remove! the baby by BIG BUSINESS 
sling and transferred him to The aquarium sold beluga 
a holding room. An auto~y pictures and souvenirs, in- 
was to be performed at the cludiug folders showing the 
University of British moment of his birth. 
Columbia's pathology lab Children who had no idea 
today., where •babies came from 
"We have no" idea what learned of their own origins 
was wrong," Michaelis aid. from the explicit photos of 
"We know his blood count Tuaq's birth. 
was down, but we don't The baby weighed bet- 
know thecause ofhis death, ween 75 and 100 _pounds 
"It's a sad, sad thing." when born. He seemed to do 
Tuaq's life was the longest well from the beginning. 
of any beluga bern in cap- There was some contusion 
tivity. His mother was on the baby's part at first as 
Kavna, an l,-100-pound to whieh of three whales was 
white whale who was his mother, but he soon 
pregnant when captured in learned the basics of whale 
Hudson's Bay a year living. ' 
earlier. There was some concern 
Most baby belugas are at the beginning that the 
born in the quiet of northern other whales, especially 
waters, near the mouths of lugosi, a 10-year resident of 
Arctic rivers during the theaquarium whose 'mate 
relatively warm summers, died in 1975, might attack 
but Tuaq came into the the baby, but they became 
I I  
I I I 
After 16 weeks of doing well, Tuaq dies 
, .  :,"?. :.~ ~'.~ 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Pierre Trudeau 
says it is obvious that some 
organization in the country 
has to be able to use ex- 
traordinary means to 
guarantee  Canada 's  
security. 
He adds that if these 
aren't provided for under 
the law, the :law would be 
changed. 
'Prudeau made the 
comment in an interview, 
FoUblished ""WedneSday, 
[lowing his meeting 
Tuesday with Premier Bill 
Bennett. 
The prime minister also 
said there is no parallel 
between the recent 
disclosures of RCMP ac- 
tivities and the Watergate 
scandal in the United States. 
He had said Friday, 
following the disclosure that 
RCMP had broken into the 
headquarters of the P-arti 
Quebecois and stolen 
computer tapes, that the 
: .  4 .  ". • - -  • 
that this type of terrorist or 
criminal obviously is not 
acting within the law and 
it's obvious that sometimes 
one has to use extraordinary 
means to find him and track 
him down. 
"The McDonald com- 
mission will be looking at 
the tools they have-- 
warrants of search, wire- 
tapping under certain 
cu'cumstances and so on. 
WILL CHANGE 
"Are these tools enough? 
If they are not enough, I say 
quite frankly that we will 
make sure they get more 
tools and I don't have to 
make any pie-in-the-sky 
promises on that." 
Trudeau also said he 
objected to any parallel 
between the Watergate 
scandal and the RCMP now 
occupying the attention of 
the House of Commons. 
"Mter all, the mistake in 
Watergate was not that 
there was a breaking and 
entry," The prime minister 
said. "That must happen a 
hundred times a day in a 
country like Canada. 
"The mistake was that the 
police with the complicity of 
e politicians were asked to 
cover up that apparent 
illegality whereas m our 
case we have done exactly 
the contrary. 
MADE PUBLIC 
"As soon as any 
illegalities were brought o 
our knowledge as a 
government we made sure 
that the facts were conveyed 
not only to the McDonald 
commission but to the at- 
torn?y-general of the 
province where the acts had 
taken place, so that he and 
not the federal government 
should decide whether a 
criminal act was 
presumably committed, and 
whether the perpetrators of 
it should be sent to trial or 
not. 
"So, far from covering up 
as in Watergate, we've 
made it our business to try 
to find out whether any 
illegalities have been 
committed. When we found 
out they had, we announced 
them in the House of 
Commons, as Mr. Fox 
(Solicitor-General Francis 
Fox) did on Friday, and we 
transmitted them to the 
attorney-general of the 
provinceY 
right of the police to use 
wiretaps and search 
warrants may not be 
enought, hat hey may have 
to go beyond the law. 
COMMISSION PROBLEM 
Trudeau explained 
Tuesday that the whole 
question of national security 
in relations to individual 
rights, "'is really the kind of 
question we have asked the 
McDonald Royal Commis- 
sion on the RCMP to at- 
tempt o answer for us." 
The commission was set 
up earlier this year to look 
into allegations of RCMP 
wrongdoings. 
"We are really telling this 
royal commission: you tell 
us how to get out of this di- 
lemma," Trudeau said. 
"It's obvious that a security 
service must be given the 
tools to guarantee the 
security of the country 
against errorists and spies 
and kidnappers and plane 
highjackers and so on, and 
l ., 
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Compulsory/Bible reading 
Roman Catholic Chancellor 
disputes Bible ruling 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- them exposed to another 
; The Chancellor of the religion or no religion at all. 
Roman Catholic Ar 
' chdiocese here says it's 
manifestly wrong and an in- 
~.stiee to ..have compulsory 
,-qme reamng in the public 
schools, while a local rabbi 
says the schools should 
imtead teach universal love 
and humanity. 
The issue came to head 
last week when the Ab- 
botaford school board or- 
dared a disciplinary crack- 
down that included com- 
pulsory Bible reading after 
an earlier protest by about 
300 Abbetsford senior sec- 
ondary school students. 
~ducation and civil 
liberties spokesmen also 
have joined religious 
leaders in agreeing that the 
reading of Judas-Christian 
scripture should be kept out 
of the public schools. The 
British Columbia Teachers' 
Federation has gone as far 
as to predict that .~.at 
numbers of teachers will be 
seeking refuge as con- 
scientious objectors. 
Education Minister Pat 
McGeer declined to com- 
ment Tuesday, even though 
he was offered some of the 
feedback he was looking for. 
McGeer said Monday he 
would not be publicly in- 
valved in the Bible reading 
controversy until he ob- 
tained feedback from public 
opinion. 
The Lord's Prayer and 
Bible reading in public 
schoola "has fallen into 
disuse by mutual agreement 
down the line" and it should 
stay that way, said Msgr. 
John Stewart, Chancellor of 
the Roman Catholic Arch- 
diocese of Vancouver. 
RIGHTS QUESTIONED 
,'It seems to me that to 
i impose a strictly Judee- 
: Christian source of reading 
i and prayer upon everybody 
f in the public schools, which is really a monouoly 
situation,, is an injustice," 
i said Msgr. Stewart. "It fails 
to respect he rights of non- 
i !C]hristian parents who com- 
mit their children to the 
schools. 
i "It is manifestly wrong to 
i impose it on these children 
. when parents may want 
! 
!Seaweed | 
study 
started 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
Sh'non Fraser University 
profesor said Wednesday 
that seven British Columbia 
scientists have begun a 
study on the feasibility of 
harvesting kelp, which is 
used in more than 200 food, 
beverage and medicine 
preparations. 
Lav/rence Albright, one of 
the five professors from the 
SFU biology department 
involved in the project, said 
the study will cost an 
estimated $750,000 and is to 
be com]?leted in 1982. 
lie sa~d the university has 
contributed $35,000 with the 
rest of the money expected 
to come from other sources. 
'|We have a resource here 
that could be useful and that 
has not been extensively 
developed, if at all, on the 
west coast of the province," 
said Albright. 
He said kelp alginate, a 
stabilizing el, is used in ice 
'cream, salad dressings, 
soaps, face creams, coating 
:for pills, toothpaste, fer- 
tilizers, hair sprays, 
shaving creams and 
shampoos. It also helps keep 
• the head on beer. 
i He said previous research 
on kelp generally has been 
conducted by individual in- 
stitutions. 
"W]hat we've tried to do is 
get the best team from 
various institutions in the 
province, not restrict the 
~study to one particular 
institution," Albright said. 
Also' on the team are a 
U~iversity of B.C. marine 
botanist and a chemical 
expert with Environment 
nada. 
, Fitness ls fun ~ /  
Try some, 
~R.rlCIPaCTIDfl J=  
"Perhaps the children 
could participate in other 
meaningful activity during 
Bible reading, but to so 
segregate a child could be 
very embarrassing to him 
andtherefore virtually im- 
possible." 
The monsignor said he 
cannot give a more explicit 
answer on what should be 
done, although "you can 
draw your own conclusions" 
from his statements. 
schools should be of a 
secular nature and religious 
exercises should be 
• discontinued. 
"That's our stand now and 
it has been our stand for 
about 13 years," he said. "It 
was decided at the 19~4 
annual general meeting, 
reaffirmed in 1966 and 
reviewed in 1973 by the 
provincial executive which 
did not recommend any 
change." 
Jewish parents will not 
permit their childreoza 
exercise, said, ~Rabbi 
Ba.ruch Zaichyk' o*f the 
~cnara Tzedeck  
Congregation. 
"From the Jewish point of 
view, we wouldn't go along 
with it if it stresses one 
denomination," said the 
rabbi. "It shouldn't be for 
instance about Israel of 
Jesus but about love and 
humanity." .
RESPECTS BIBLE 
Ginigiani Ballbir Singh, 
minister of the Khalsa 
Diwan Society, said: "We 
respect the Bible hecause it
contains the name of the 
Lord. But we would be very 
glad ff they read the Sikh,, 
bible, the Gurugranth, too. 
In Kamloops, 137 of the 
school board's 950 teachers 
have rejected the beard's 
attempt o enforce Section 
167 of the Public Schools 
Act, which requires a 
passage of scripture to be 
read daily, followed by 
prayer. 
President Pat Brady of 
the teachers' federation said 
if the provincial government 
• insisted on enforcement, 
many more teachers will be 
seeking refuge as con- 
scientious objectors, an 
option available under the 
act's regulations Sootier, 
122, 
He said the federation's 
position is that public 
Cliff Adkins, B.C. School 
T rus tees  Ass sc ia t i c  
president, said Bible 
reading is under the local 
autonomy of the individual 
school boards, but because 
of the current controversy, 
the association will likely 
make a policy statement 
during its annual meeting 
next May. 
The B.C. Civil Liberties 
Association plans to present 
to McGeer a brief in op- 
position to compulsory Bible 
reading, 81though it does not 
object o "discussion of the 
Bible as a fundamental 
aspect of our culture." 
Males get Parent who abuses children 
 v° ev ,° ney might have unreal expectations 
"I can't think why that 
should be," Rosenbluth 
said. "It might be worth an 
analysis to find out what's 
going on here." 
A recent report showed 
that in 1967-77, scholarships 
totalling $221,932 were 
awarded to 663 male 
students while 334 female 
students hared $99,855. 
Bursar ies  to ta l l i  
$131,872 were  awarded .to 371' 
males students while 
$126,060 went o 424 females. 
Graduate fellowships 
totalling $721,805 went• to 
male students while 92 
female graduates received 
$263,935. 
University of British 
Columbia board of gover- VANCOUVER (CP) -- probably have unrealistic 
nora has called for an in- Steve Morelan, a United expectations about parent- vestigation into why female 
students are getting smaller States child abuse hood. 
researcher, said Tuesday He told the annual con- 
scholarships and bursaries that about 90 per cent of ference of the northwest 
than their male counter- abusive par.ents a re  region of the American 
parts. ' ' alienated people.who may Association on Mental 
The board called for the themselves have been Deficiency that only I0 per 
investigation after bein8 abused as children and who cent of abusive parents are 
informed by"  Gideon 
Rosenbluth, a faculty 
representative, that the . , - - - /~a/ r~e Per ry  
average payment to female 
students zs less and there is 
a noticeable difference in Library graduate fellowship and 
bursary awards. " 
B.C. Tel 
improves earnings 
$370,860,000 compared with 
$321,615,000 a year earlier. 
The statement ofearnings 
showed that operating 
expenses for the three- 
month period were up 14.5 
per cent to $89,797,000 
compared with last year. 
"While costs continue to 
escalate this year due to in- 
flationary influences and 
the increasing size of our 
plant facilities, there was an 
encouraging reduction in 
the rate of expense growth 
during the third quarter," 
the statement said. 
The company said the im- 
proved financial per- 
formance for the period is 
expected to continue for the 
rest of the year. 
News 
Humor is a ve~ individual thing but among the following,. 
you're sure to find a book to give you a laugh. 
.Canal's. best-known humorist is Stephen Leacock who 
rose mane ms living as a professor of economics at McGill 
University. He wrote about 40 humorous books including 
Litterary Lapses and Sunshine Sketches in a Little Town. 
The Best of Leacoek (819.7) contains ome classic Leacock. 
VANCOUVER (CP) . -  
British Columbia Telephone 
Co. reported Wednesday 
that net earnings in the 
three months ended Sept. 30 
improved, mainly because 
of increased rates. 
The company said in a 
news release that it had net 
earnings of $10,583,000 or 56 
cents a share on operating 
revenues of $133,709,000, up
from $7,322,000 or39 cents a 
share on operating revenue 
of $110,664,000 during the 
corresponding 1976 period. 
Net earnings for the nine 
months ended Sept. 30 were 
$19,652,000 or $1.04 a share 
down from the $20,296,000 or 
$1.08 a share last year. 
Operating revenues were 
up 15.3 per cent to 
neurotic or psychotic--"the 
real monsters." 
Morelan said Tuesday 
that child abuse is the 
leading cause of death of 
small children in the U.S., 
killing up to 15 infants a ..day, 
• two-thirds of them less man 
a year old. 
Therd are 60,000 to 500,000 
cases of child abuse or 
neglect reported each year 
in the U.S., he said. 
He predicted that in the 
next 10 years, 1.5 million 
• cases will be reported, in- 
eluding 50,000 deaths and 
300,000 permanent injuries. 
REPORTS INCREASING 
A spokesman for the 
provincial human resources 
department said nearly 400 
cases of alleged child abuse 
Were investigated last year 
in British Columbia. The 
because no one seemed to 
understand how I felt." 
Morelan said it is upto all 
professionals in social 
services, health and 
education to help ch 
abusers by directing them ) 
proper counselling and by 
understanding mem. 
NEED HELP 
"We have to look at these 
ople not as evil demons 
t as people who want 
help," he stud. 
While child abusers come 
from all economic lasses, 
he said, a high percentage 
have low incomes and little 
in the way of.job skills, a I 
many are unempsoy~ . 
Financial pressures create 
stress in the family. 
Another factor that leads 
to child abuse, he said, 
spokesman said reports are- that young parents often 
increasing because people into marriage with 
are becoming more aware unrealistic expectations 
of the need to report such about raising a child. In 1946, the Stephen Lescsck Memorial Medal for Humor 
was established and each year the best humor writing is incidents. "These parents fell in 
awarded a prize of $1,500. Some of the winners include- and 
~ou'll find them in the library- Robertson Davies who won During his presentation, love, got married, had some 
ml9~5forLeavenofMaiice, a series of satlres on Canadian Morelan played a tape kids, and they found out tbat 
provincialism, recording of a woman who at nine months, this kid 
was serving five years in doesn't provide very much 
Eric Nicol has won the Leaesck Medal three times. The prison for beating her infant social interaction." 
last time was in 1958 for Girdle Me a Globe (819.79) son to death. Morelsn said abusive 
Farley Mowat has also been a winner for the popular (it parents often are isolated 
has sold over 198,000 copies) The Boat Who Wo~d~'t Float The" mother told of how because they have moved 
• about he author's adventures while trying to refit an old loneliness and economic, away from their home town, 
boat purchased in Newfoundland. pressures led her to vent her their parents and their 
The 1972 winner was Max Braithwaite for his frustrations onherchildren, friends. 
autobiographical account of his tenure as a schoolteacher She said she had been Morelan urged educators 
during the depression called The Night We Stole the emotionally and physically to concentrate on teaching 
Mounties Car. abused as a child, and that parenting skills in schoolsso 
Donald Jack has been a two-time winner for his hilarious when she realized she might young parents will know 
Bandy Papers tories. Three Cheers for Me and That's Me harm her sons, her pleas for how to raise children. 
in ~e Middle starthe bumbling hero Bartholomew Bandy. help were ignored by her The American Association 
uon hart'on, atlas Ch.arlie Farquharson has a unique husband and by a public on Mental Deficiency was 
persepctlve on t;anana which he discusses inhis Jogfree of health nurse, founded in 1876, and now 
Canada nd History of Canada (819.7) "I was so full of fear of includes 11,000 members of A collection of anonymous Canadian witticisms was put 
together by John Robert Colombo in his Columbo's Little harming the babies," the professions ranging from 
woman said. "I finally gave medicine and psychology to 
Book fo Canadian Proverbs, Graffiti and Other Vital up trying to find help education and religion. Matters. 
Borrow a laugh- read a book from your library. 
New and Notable Books I 
Perhaps a contender for anothbr Leacock medal is Eric I 
Nicors new book Canada Cancelled Because of Lack of DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
I Interest (971.002) A Terrible Beauty: The Art of Canada At War (759.11) by Heather Robertson is a well-produced I~ selection of art and writing of the two world wars. 11HIRAO. PII DLI 0 L I  DRARY ADDIT ION Indian Fishing: Early Methods on the Northwest Coast 
disc sion .d Uon of the ecUvity thot is LOAN AUTHORIZlmON REFER[NDUM J 
vital to all the coastal and river communities-hare in the 
. . . . . . . .  : " '~ " : '  ' ~';,:i " "  , :~('  "q I  Northwest. 
I -DY'LAW.N.O.: I " 7 :, .''I ,~p[ .~~. . , , J  . Anotr_her series of pre-sehool story hours begins Tuesday 
at me ~z'orrace Library. Please register your child in ad- 1 vance oy calling the library at 638-8177. , 
BUY YOUR 
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS 
BEFORE NOV. 15TH. 
The time to buy 
this year's Canada Savings 
Bonds is now. After 
November 15th they will 
cost you more because 
you'll have to pay accrued 
interest. 
DON'T MISS OUT 
ON A GREAT CHOICE. 
/ 
TAKE NOTICE: T E NOTI E: 
II a In~e cqw of It~ pr~po~d by.law t~n ~hlm lhevofeof fl~ 
~Ipailty will be tal~n at the a m  ~IcIllll EllnlI111ry 
lh~ adYincl Po~i ~III be h~d: 
of Ten ' .  Ntlnlclpel I-I~ll, .15 .  ,tre~, Te'rllm, . i t .  
_At . .~l l l l~r lo l  I"l~l~d, ~ l t  ?~ '~l l  Slr~, ?m'~,  ~"111~ l t s~,  
~tern~n I~16:00 o'clock In lt~ aftm~m; 
Ot toKIno oriel roco'¢fiflO HIO I ,~D Of O~O¢~N,IL 
Dotodat Terrsco, Dritlah Cdtwnldo thl| 30th dayof OCI~DER, 1977. 
~ffi& I-lall~r 
Clerl~'ninl~rl~r 
DISTRIOT OF TERRAOE 
DYILAW NO, 808-10"/'/ 
"A BY-LAW TO AUTHORIZE THE BORROVANG OF 1111E SSTI~TED 
OF CONSTRUCTING AN ADOiTION TO THE TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARY" 
me Ps~e m Tin'ace mM m acldltlm ~mtructed ~ tt~ Tm.~m~ ~uml© LJbr,rv: be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~:  R,~Sit'~mtl...offl.~...ltimlnd.l. lW.lawml d is. one ~ end ~.F l~ ~ a~lms 
. IWllcn IS me ~mot~t el' d~2' h~tl~Md to g crEgtl~ IW frill i~.law, 
I~5 ~,161,4~1 
I~6 I4&941~63 
I%/% ~,~I~141 
! 
un l  UOIIW'II (~ , (~1.~) .  ; . . . . . . . . . . .  , "  
',.ram anu n~m Of I1~ WlIICI I~"1 /~IClI~IIW IS In an'era1, 1~ ntlrmt of tt~ciel~nture dabt Of the 
AND ~HEREA5 tl~ maximum tam for Which ~ . m ~ y  be Immcl to 
s~um flwde~ ereil~l W t.~l~ By, lmv IMv, mly {~0) 
NOW THEREFORE the Cmn,-Jl of ,he District of Terrace In an  mmtlng 
amentlm hereby enam as fo l l~ :  
, .  
;T,~,;~,~,.~,, '..~""~...r~,~_ ._ ncmmc~n tt~m~ am without 
. . . .  . . , , ,~ , ,m wmmm.y  m ,n~ k ) re~l~:  
On. 
~t~ aut tWl t lwasnzy lz ' r~ .~teor da~lrable ~', w In standish Wl~ the ackllflm to fl~ Terrac~ Public LIl~'ary, 
"~ l~II~'l~vf~lll~daleof~"t~ ~O1~,  ,rdo f~'ce ~ bebh~llng m all 
3..'[hls ay.lmv rnav be ¢II~ m "fen.a~ l~bllo Lll~'m.y Addlflm LOall 
Au11~orlzatlon nf.lsw No S~.IWTq 
:' READaflnlttlmethl|2~hdayofSEPTEMBER, 19TL ' " 
READ a ll~md time 1his 2~h dayof SEPTEMBEI~ 1977. 
READo thll~ firmlhll 2~h day of SEPTeMBEi~ 1977, 
RECSlVED THe APPROVAL of the Impeder Of Nullclpalltlm ~ls 2Mh day of OCTOBER, ifr/. 
RECEIVEDTHEASSENTOftheO~r.EIm~Is~vof, 19, 
REG)F~IDEREDAND FINALLY ADOPTEDthIs dayOf, 19. 
Mawr 
a~Admlnlslra~i" 
, p 
Lab our conference 
Delegates warned about, unemployment 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) 
- -  Trade unionists were told 
Wednesday they cannot 
afford to be complacent 
about soaring unem- 
ployment because they 
might be the next to be hit. 
Delegates to the British 
Columbia Federation of 
Labor's annual convention 
endorsed a policy statement 
recommending the 
establishment of "storefront 
type unemployment offices 
in various communities 
throu~,hout the province to 
organize community groups 
and register the unem- 
ployed.'" '
"l~be. fed..eration said.it will 
compile its own statistics on 
the extent of unemployment 
and then lobby the 
provincial and federal 
governments for fni[- 
employment policies. 
Some delegates advocated 
massive demonstrations to
draw public attention to the 
plight of the unemployed. 
to draw public attention to 
the plight of the uner~- 
ployed. 
"We should take the battle 
out to the streets, not in a 
raving maniacal fashion but 
in a dignified expression of 
civil disobedience," said a 
delegate from the United 
Fishermen and Allied 
Workers Union. 
WANTS ORGANIZATION 
A policy statement 
drafted by the federation's 
special committee on 
tmemployment proposed the 
organzzation of community 
groups, union members and 
the unemployed "with a 
view to a massive rally at 
the opening of the legislative 
assembly early in 1978." 
Compensation awarded 
for crime victim 
An award of $4,986 for loss 
of wages and injuries went 
to a 33-year-old Victoria 
man, shot in the abdomen 
and left ann by a mentally. 
unstable man wielding a 
rifle. 
The mother of a male 
youth from Vancouver who 
was attacked and strangled 
by a mentally-disturbed 
man in West Vancouver was 
awarded $492 for funeral 
and incidental expenses 
incurred by her son's death. 
A 24-year-old Vancouver 
Island man who suffered a 
serious concussion when he 
was attacked and beaten 
outside a hotel beer parlor 
was awarded $3,300 for loss 
of wages during the three 
months he was disabled. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
3~-year-uld woman has been 
awarded $3,990 under the 
Criminal Injuries Com- 
pansation Act for injuries 
and mental anguish suffered 
when she was attacked and 
indecently assaulted by a 
man while aboard her cruise 
ship docked in Vancouver 
harbor. 
The victim suffered in- 
~ri~h? to her jaw, groin and 
arm and also 
a back con- 
The award was one of 
several announced under 
the act for September by the 
Workers' Compensation 
Board. The act provides 
compensation to anyone in 
British Columbia who is a 
proven victim of a crime. A monthly pension of $180 
was awarded to the six 
"A 19-year-old Vancouver children of a 39-year-old 
man who suffered a frac- East Kootenay woman who 
tured left cheekbone and died in hospital after she 
damage to the area of his was shot by her husband. At 
~efleye~'~diring~xtensive the time of her death s~ 
~Amrgery, wh¶~k~Zihd  ~aspa~tiall~t c imtributing ~' 
I~beatanby amaWy0utlfti~r""lbe ~fiI~_pdrt of'the ehildre~ 
a Vancouver beach area, A pubhe trustee will ad- 
was awarded $3,844 for loss minister the ~nsion on 
of wa~es and injuries. • behalf of the children. 
Workers 
move a lot 
to-new jobs 
The policy statement COUNT URGED 
advised unions to negotiate The federation urged all 
for strong contract clauses affiliated unions to im. 
protecting them from the mediately start a count of 
effects of technologica the unemployed because 
change. "there is little use in at- 
"There is not one single tempting a lobby or to co-or- 
job that is immune to the dinate activities with out- 
effects of technological side groups if we are unable 
change." to produce our own internal 
Statistics Canada statistics on unem- 
reported last month that the ployment." 
national unemployment ra e "There are some who still 
in September was 8.3 per argue that the unemployed 
cent of the workforce, are just too lazy to work or  
Labor leaders say the that they prefer to live off 
federal agency's estimates the welfare of unem- 
are inaccurate because they ployment insurance," the 
do not take account of federation said, "however, 
persons who have given up the facts tell a vastly dif- 
searching for work. ferent story." 
I 
Wage increases 
show downward trend 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Average annual increases 
negotiated by major unions continued a downward 
trend in'the third quarter of this year, the labor 
department said Wednesday. 
The department said in a news release that annual 
increases provided for in 129 settlements in the 
quarter averaged 7.5 per cent, down from 7.0 per cent 
• in the secon d quarter of the year. 
The statistics ere based on collective agreements 
covering 500 or more workers in industries other than 
construction. In the construction industry, recent 
~ttlements have been running at slightly more than 
mx per cent. 
Anti-inflation rules in the third quarter permitted 
basic six per cent raises with another two per cent for 
productivity. 
Ninety-seven ofthe agreements in the third quarter 
were one-year contracts, which provided for increases 
averaging 7.7 per cent. 
In 25 two-year agreements, the averages were 8.2 
• per cent in the first year and 6.7 per cent in the second 
year. 
Seven three-year ~eemtns provided for increases 
of 6.4 per cent in the hrst year and 3.3 per cent in each 
of the subsequent years. 
In the first three months 
of this year there were only 
three vacant full-time jobs 
in B.C. for every 100 
unemployed, the federation 
said. 
The federation said its 
affiliates will attempt to 
negotiate technological 
change language "to protect 
not only those presently 
employed, but also to 
ptirotect future job opportun- 
es.,, 
There should be limits on 
the extent to which em- 
ployers can reduce their 
workforces by attrition. 
"The "" attrition solution is 
extremely dangerous 
because it destroys job 
opportunities and earning 
capacity and reduces fur- 
filer bargaining effective- 
ness," the policy statement 
said. 
"We cannot allow the 
trade union movement tobe 
put out of business in this 
manner." 
The federation said 
employees should share in 
the benefits of technological 
change. 
Affiliated unions were 
urged to give bargaining 
priorityto areduction i  the 
hours of work. 
CLAMS HAVE LONG 
LIVES 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
National Geographic says 
Dr. Ida Thompson, 
professor of geological and 
geophysical sciences at 
Princeton University, has 
found that about 25 p~r cent 
of clam samples a*e almost 
100 years old. There are 
thousands of claim species 
ranging from tiny nut clams 
measuring .3 inches to giant 
four-foot clams weighing 
more than 500 pounds. 
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Boycott urged against 
Essential Services Board 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) 
-- Executives of the British 
Columbia Federation of 
Labor recommended 
Wednesday that the trade 
union movement boycott the 
activities of the Essential 
Service Advisory Agency 
established under a new 
provincial bill. 
In a strong policy 
statement against he new 
Essential Services Disputes 
Act, federation leader~ 
recommended that the trade 
union movement also should 
boycott the activities of any 
fact finders appointed under 
the act. 
as essential services and 
allows the cabinet to impose 
a 90-day cooling off period 
which would compelem- 
ployecs to stay at work. 
The federation executives 
described the bill as "hostile 
and provocative 
legislation." 
The policy statement said 
members of the 240,000- 
member federation would 
"guarantee any affiliate of 
the federation maximum 
and possible support if, after 
consultation and approval of 
the federation ofhcers, it 
chooses to defy a cooling-off 
period ordered under Bill 92. 
Instead,  federat io~ If anraffiliate were to defy 
executives recommended a cooling-off order with the 
that in order to ensure the approval of the federation 
delivery of services "which executive and then "found 
are truly essential to the itself in contempt of court 
life, health and safety of the for reasons relating to the 
public, the B.C. Federation passage of Social Credit 
of Labor will establish an anti-labor legislation" it 
ongoing Emergency Ser- would receive the fullest 
vices Advisory Council possible support o f  the 
composed of represen- federation. 
tatives of the federation 
execut ive  counci l  and 
unions involved in the 
delivery of emergency 
services." 
"This council will 
~ uarantee the continued elivery of these n)ergeney 
services in line with the 
practice of the trade union 
movement." 
STRIKES RESTRICTED 
The government's 
Essential Services Disputes 
Act, passed two weeks ago 
at an emergency session of 
the B.C. legislature, 
restricted the right of 
provincial public servants to 
strike. 
It expands the scope of 
public services designated 
BOYCOTT SUPPORT 
The federation policy 
statement also pledged 
support to any affiliated 
union which "wishes to 
boycott ahearing or activity 
of the labor relations board 
because of the board's in- 
tervention as a result of a 
~Oylitieally-motivated or er 
the provincial govern- 
ment." 
The policy statement said 
the Essential Services 
Disputes Act is the latest of 
a series of acts passed to 
restrict he rights of public 
servants, treating them as 
second-class citizens. 
"Attacks against the 
rights of public sector 
workers are attacks, against 
the fights of all workers and 
it is clear that these attacks 
against the public sector are 
designed to test the labor 
movement and that this 
legislation will be expanded 
to the private sector if it is 
not defeated now." 
The previous definition of 
an essential service 
referred to a service 
essential for the life, health 
and safety of the public. 
The definition is 
broadened under the act to 
take in a dispute which 
would threaten "the 
economy and welfare of the 
province and its citizens." 
"If  the government 
chooses to continue 
escalating its attack in the 
trade union movement using 
recent new anti-labor 
legislation, then the public 
should realize that we have 
no possible alternative but 
to respond to this 
provocation with all possible 
force," the federation said. 
In Victoria, Labor 
Minister Allan William~ 
said the federation 
resolution is premature. 
"I consider it to be very 
short-sighted on the part of 
the federation," he said in 
an interview. 
Williams said that 
eventually, labor leaders 
would see the wisdom of the 
move to set up the agency, 
and they shouldn't react 
against it so qnieldy. 
The minister added that 
the boycott "won't affect 
our appointments to the 
agency," and said there are 
many persons from 
organized labor who wo~d 
be willing to serve on the 
agency. 
"*~'~ ~ ;" " IMPP~SSlON ' 
PnRTIOPB~O~ ' '
Penticton, B.C. (CP) -- 
Canada is becoming "a 
country of pack-sack 
miners" as workers move 
'from place to place looking 
for jobs, ,Ontario MP John 
Rndriguez (NDP--Nickel 
Belt) said Wednesday. 
In a speech to the British 
Columbia Federation of 
Labor, RodHguez blasted 
the federal government for 
the shortage of job-creating 
secondary industries in 
Canada. 
"Canada has been 
developed as a resource 
economy and the companies 
have come in and ripped it 
~f j~. '  | 
Roddguez said once the 
multinational corporations 
have taken what they want, 
they gather up their profits 
and move to set up 
operations in other eoun- 
Iries. 
"They have made us a ba- 
nana republic." 
He said the major mining 
companies have received 
millions of dollars in tax 
benefits from the Canadian 
government, but have not 
,expanded their Canadian 
oL~rations. 
H companies receive tax 
b~aks, they should be 
directed to diversify their 
operations hi Canada in- 
stead of moving out of the 
country, he s~dd. 
He was  vehement in his 
criticism of Inco Ltd,, which 
two weeks ago anaounged 
l~lans to lay ofi~S,~0 workers 
at its mines in Ontario and 
in Thompson, Man. 
Rodriguez said the labor 
movement and the New 
Democratic Party must join 
forces to defeat he Liberal 
overnment in Ottawa and 
e :Social Credit govern- 
meat .in British CoTumbia, 
which he described as "the 
loony-bin of the Canadian 
political scene." _ 
Del~ates later approv~ 
a POlicy statement ~at- 
firming the 240,000-member 
federation's official ties 
with the NDP. 
nx m color, por[ra, mr nn" 
• Choose from our selection of eight scenic and 
• colour backgrounds. 
Select additional portraits and save up to Y3 
compared to 1975 prices. 
See our new large Decorator Portrait. 
Your complete satisfaction guaranteed or your 
money cheerfully refunded. 
No obligation to bu~ additional portraits 
A Great Way!to Remember 
Those You Love 
I 
WED. thru SAT. 10.5 
NOV. '~, 3, 4, 5 
4635 LAKELSE AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 635-7261 
SHOPPERS 
DRUG 
One sitting per subject-S1 per subject for 
additional subjects, groups, or individuals in 
the same family. Persons under 18 must be 
accompanied by parent or guardian. 
MORE THAH S TS 
SOIHL:W//ERE" 
t 
You probably thi .~: of an 
airline as the shortest'!idistance 
be~_een two point~, herever 
you re going. But t~ truth o f  
the matter is that Canada's 
scheduled airlines I:~ovide,this 
country with far more than seats. 
AIRLINES AID THE 
ECONOMY. 
There are many scheduled 
airlines in Canada. Among them 
they employ tens of thousands of 
highly skilled personnel: They. 
all live, work in and contribute [o 
communities like yours through- 
out Canada with their spending 
power, their Municipal:Provincial 
and Federal taxes. !~: 
.AIRLINES SERVE INDUSTRY. 
The seat where you sit is only 
part of the story. Below is the 
hard-working cargo hold. In it 
you'll likely find that spare part 
your mechanic ordered to get 
your car back on the road. And 
you'll find fruit and vegetables 
that reach you fast. And fresh. 
And much, much more. 
AIRLINES HELP ' 
COMMUNICATION. 
Because we, here in Canada, 
were the first country in the 
world to institute an 'all-airmail- 
delivery' service, you'll usually 
find air mail in the hold: birth 
announcements, wedding invita- 
tions, wish-you-were-here cards 
from Peggy's Cove and Perce, 
from Muskoka and Moose Jaw, 
from Resolute Bay and Regina, 
from Winnipeg and Whitehorse, 
Vancouver and Victoria. You'll 
find accounts receivable invoices 
and accounts payable cheques. 
You'll find what it takes to keep 
this country communicating. 
AIRLINES SERVE 
THE PEOPLE. 
Somewhere, somehow, 
during the course of your day, 
your w~k, your year, one of 
Canada s scheduled airlines will 
be there to provide you with a 
seat to somewhere for a fare 
that's fair. You know you can fly, 
on short notice, to the place you 
want to go, for a cost-per-mile 
that's among the lowest in the 
world. That s because Canada's 
scheduled airlines are working 
hard to give you more than just 
seats to somewhere. We want to 
offer you the bestservice possible 
combined with the most 
economical fare possible. 
CANADA'S LEADING SCHEDULED AIRLINES 
Air Canada, CP Air • Eastern Provincial Airways • Nordair Ltd., Pacific Western Airlines • Quebecair • Tiaflsair 
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f -  
Story by 
Donna Vallieres 
Photos by 
Juliette Proom 
J 
The men strained hard to carry the heavy pole. 
Captain Bill Young (left) was at the ceremonies. 
 ,]! ishga Unit,y Pole 
3 
!,! 
~o Hundreds watched in 
!/awe as the first" totem 
ole to be raised in 
~ hga lands for almost 
!100 years was pulled into 
lace Tuesday in 
yansh. 
It was snowing and wet 
and cold throughout the 
day b.~t he discomfort 
was forgotten in the 
.splendor and dignity of 
the colorul ceremony 
i'~vhich was the symbolic 
:culmination of Nishga 
unity in land claims 
settlement and 
educa.tional deter- 
mination. 
The day started at the 
eastern edge of the 
village, about 60 miles 
north of Terrace, where 
the totem pole was 
waiting. Percy TaR, 
master of ceremonies 
and interpreter led the 
march through the 
streets while dozens of 
young men from Aiyansh 
and neighboring villages 
struggled with the heavy 
pole. 
The 60-foot pole was 
carried a mile through 
the village as the men 
took orders from a 
ceremonial drum telling 
them when to stop for a 
rest period. 
Past the church where 
the church bell rang out 
and past the fire hall 
where the sirens soun- 
ded, the marchers were 
followed by the cold, wet 
crowd until they reached 
the site in front of 
Aiyansh School where the 
pole was to be raised. 
When it was time for 
the unity pole to be raised 
volunteers crambled to 
help with the pully ropes 
and secure the guy lines 
as, little by little, the 
carved pole was brought 
to rest against a sup- 
porting beam. 
The ceremony was all 
the more impressive 
because of the beautiful 
traditional robes worn by 
the participants and the 
headdresses " of the 
various crests of 
families. 
Most of the speeches 
were in Nishga, but in 
interpretation, the~ 
contained many allusions 
to the need for a united 
Nishga force in the Nasa 
Valley. 
Frank Calder, MLA for 
Atlin, spoke on the 
history of the Nishga land 
claims. 
J 
"The Nishga never 
faltered," he said when 
describing their many 
setbacks. "We continue 
to struggle for our 
rights." 
Calder described the 
ceremony as "a 
manifesto of Nishga 
unity.., a declaration that 
this land is our land." 
The unity pole was 
carved by Eli Gosnell, a 
hereditary chieftain of 
the wolf family in New 
Aiyansh with the 
assistance of his two 
sones, Joe and George 
and son-in-law, Jacob 
Nyce. 
It is unique in the 
native culture because 
historically, totem poles 
belong to individual 
families, while the unity 
pole represents 10 major 
symbols of all the Nishga 
people. 
• At the very top of the 
totem pole a man holding 
a rainbow is carved. The 
rainbow is important in 
Nishga legend because 
during the great flood, 
the nishgas took refuge 
on a mountain until the 
water stopped rising. 
When the people saw the 
rainbow they interpreted 
it as a promise by God of 
no more floods and a new 
era of opportunity. 
In the next symbol, 
Gitgiusaa, the fleetest of 
all birds', is holding 
Taxamsen, a human 
figure. Taxamsen was 
able to fly to heaven on 
the back of the bird to 
bring back light and 
water to the people. 
The next seven - 
bols represent SY~e 
variouis crests upon 
which the Nishga culture 
is based. ..... 
It is also symbolic that 
the pole Was'erected in
front of the Aiyansh 
school. 
It's a beautiful school 
finished in lava and 
cedar found in the valley 
and designed in the 
traditional long-house 
style. Control of their 
educational destiny has 
long been one of the main 
objectives of the Nishga 
and they have achieved 
that goal with the 
Aiyansh school. 
The school is a unique 
blend of old and new, 
offering the 400 students 
who attend courses in 
Nishga language and 
culture in an ultra- 
modern facility. 
The school was of- 
ficially opened •yester- 
day, but the Nishga 
District (92) was created 
in January, 1976 and is 
run by school trustees 
elected from the five 
villages of Kincolith, 
jGrcenvflle, Canyon City, 
Aiyansh and Nasa Camp. 
The official opening ot 
the school coincided with 
the openin~ of the 20th 
an] d Ni lga Tribal 
Council convention 
yesterday. 
This year's convention 
is expected to achieve 
important steps in the 
land claims issue which 
the Nishga have been 
pursuing since they filed 
• a 21-point proposal in 
April, 1976. 
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1. Coming  Events 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for t~  
Jobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
,Kalum. (ctf) N° ~ 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge . 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2rid and 4th Thur. 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at S 
In the Skeona Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635. 
2847 or ~.3023. 
Kermode Four Wheolera 
Nk|etlngs 1st Wednesday of each 
month at O p.m. In the meeting 
room et the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
3442. 
Meeting - Terrace B.P.O.E, 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P, 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) • 
Second and Fourth Monday o~ 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hell, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hall corner of Sparks and Park, 
D~nuts and coffee 50 cents. 
(ctf.Nov.19) 
FOR a most memorable 
evening In your life, plan on 
attending the third annual Big 
Band Dance. Dec. 3 at Skeona 
Junior High. (CTF) 
1. Coming Events 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll area. 
Girls between the ages of 14 end 
18 who are Interested please ca II 
635-3061 or 638-1269 (ctf) 
A Tea and Bazaar will be held in 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
The I.O.F. regular md~etlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each n~onth at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
I I 
Terrace Chess Club Is looking 
for new p!ayers. Everybody, 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to attend. 
• Games and instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Intorlnetlon 
Phone Joe at 635.5419 (cff) 
The Terrace Art AssociatiOn 
wil l  be sponsoring a pre. 
Christmas sale of arts and 
crofts on Dec. 4, If there Is 
sufficient interest on the part of 
local artists and crafts people. 
Any group, Individual, or 
organization Interested ir 
havlnga display or booth should 
phone 635-7562 or 635.4395 before 
Nov. 1, or wrfte the Terrace Art 
Association, Box 82, Terrace. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
Do you constantly yell at your 
children, or hit them, or find It 
hard to control your angry 
feelings toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely con- 
fldentlal. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638:8302 
"Reb--ekah- Lodge-Tea- -and 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. 5, 2.4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
Old Age Ponsloners Tea and 
Bazaar Sat. Nov. t2, 1:30-4:30 
p.m. Arena Banquet Roam. 
Raffledraw4:00 p.m. (cft Nov.) 
The Canadian Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday 7 p.m. at 
the Thornhlll Elementar~ 
School. New members welcome 
from Terrace and Thornhlll. 
For further Information phone 
635.5486 or 635.7425. 
Community Education Services 
requires Instructors for a 
variety of programs starting In 
January. If Interested Ir 
teaching a class please contact 
Frances Long. School Board 
635.4931. 
What's Happening in Terrace 
BI.monthly meeting of Beta-~ 
Omega Chapter of Beta Sigma 
Phh are held at 8:00 p.m. 1st 
and 3rd Tuesdays of every 
month. Anyone Interested may 
phone Anne Twidle at 635.4694. 
Rebecca Lodge - Meeting every 
2nd and 4th Wednesday of the 
month, 8:00 p.m. at various 
homes. 
B.P.O.E. - Regular bingo - 
Wednesday night at Elk's Hall. 
Skesna Health Unit • 321`5 Eby 
Street, are having their Pre- 
Natal classes starting another 6 
week course. 
- Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
- Thornhlll Baby Clinic every 
2nd & 4th Friday. at the Com- 
munity Centre from h30 - 4:00 
p.m. 
. Adult Clinics - Men. Wed. 8, 
Frl., from 3:00 - to ~:~ p.m. 
• V.D. Clinic - 3:00 P.m. every 
Men. & Thurs. ~ 
The Minus One Club will hold 
their regular dance In the 
Sandman Inn on Saturday Nov. 
12. 
All single, woclowe~l, divorced 
or separated persons 25 years 
and over are welcome. 
For further Inforrnatlon call 
635.9649 or 635.2094. 
KITIMAT • "COFFEE HOUSE 
OPENING" 
The 'Goat Cellar' coffee house 
In Klflmat will be opening for its 
fall season Friday night 
November 4th at 8:00 p.m. 
Featured will be the poet Ken 
Belford who Is sponsored by the 
Canada Council. Local talent 
will be headlined by "Llghtnlng 
Lips Leroy" and "The King of 
Rock and Roll." 
The 'Goat Cellar' will be In 
operation the first Friday of 
each month throughout the 
winter. It is held In the 
basement of First United 
Church on Kingfisher across 
from the Nechako Centre. 
Anyone Interested in an. 
terfalnlng Is Invited to call 
Anthony Glfford at 632.3336. 
(nc4) 
1. Coming Events 
Nutrition classes will be held 
Nov. 9.16-23.30fh in the St. 
Matthews Anglican Church. 
basement starting at 7:00 to 9. 
Everyone is welcome that Is 
interested in learning how to 
prepare good nutritious main 
course meals with out using 
meat, plus how to make dlf. 
ferent breads and salads. 
There is a registration fee of 
$15.00. (nc4} 
St. Mathew's Anglican Church 
Christmas Bazzar..Sat. Nov. 26. 
at 2 p.m. 
14. Business Personal  
Ceramics by Pearl 
Work Shop. Call 635.3854 for 
further Information. 
(ctf.feb 14-70) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeraflve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
5076 or 638.1231. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone ILlS.387A 
or 638-1231. (ctf). 
MOVING ??? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
ONE-WAY TRUCK RATES 
THROUGHOUTWESTERN 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL F RE E 
• 112-800.663.3478 
BUDGET RENTA TRUCK 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUC IE 635-2188 
@ 
Authoi'lzed 
Service Depot 
Repalrsto Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers/Dryers, 
And Ranges 
[Ct f ) . . . .  
PIANO TUNING 
CALL  635.4080 
RAY BYFIELD 
• for appointment 
(c8-14) 
BOOK HOOK- 
We Buy and Sell 
Used Books 
3992B. Old Lakelsa Rd. 
635-3081 
(p5.4) 
19. Help Wanted 
HELP WANTED: Large 
National Company requires 
sales person for Terrace, 
Klflmat, Prince Rupert area. 
Usual company benefits. 
Experienced In Industrial sales 
preferred but not necessary. 
Please reply In writing to Mr. 
Roberts at 7786 Langcaster 
Crescent Prince George, B.C. 
Full resume preferred. (c15.4) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part ¢lme. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi .  635.2242 (eft) 
HELP WANTED: Baby sitting 
needed 2 mornings a week, one 
child, your home or mlne. 
Kalum and Graham area. 
Joyce 635-5007 (p3.4) 
WANTED: After School Day 
careneeded for 6 year old In the 
Thornhlll school area. Own 
transportation helpful. Call 635. 
3642 after 6 p.m. (stf) 
32. Bicycles, Motorcyc les  
FOR SALE: 1.1977 Suzuki 
GT500 motorcycle, 800 mile, 
black, new condition, or willing 
to trade for car of equal value. 
3225 Sparks. (p5-5) 
32. Bicycles, Motorcyc les  
FOR SALE: 1971 Kawasackl 
90 Trail bike. Just rebuilt. $300 
or best offer and 410 shot gun. 
Phone 635-5970 (c4,8) 
33. For  Sa le .  Misc. 
Do you have horses? MIlk 
Cows? We have excellent 
alphalfa In the barn at $1 bale. 
Phone 846-5691 or 846-5596. (c2- 
4, c2-19, C2.4) 
33. : " ::~le - Misc. 
i 
FOR SALE: A~,pt~s~for sale. 
Phone 635-,5986 qr call at 4919 
McDeek. (p2-3) 
Citizen band radio with 
base anlena S100, 4 - 650x15 
snowtlres $60. Phone John 635- 
5050 or 635.7324 (pi0-I0) 
SUNDANCE 
FAMILY TRAMPOLINES 
Your No. 1 Investment In year 
round fun & fitness for the whole 
family. (Indoor preschool 
models are now available.) The 
Ideal Xmas glffl 
Sundance Trampolines are 
weatherproot, compact for 
storage, maintenance free & 
fully guaranteed. 
Phone or write Sundance 
right away for free brochures. 
SUNDANCE TRAMPOLINES 
1350,- SEYMOUR ST. 603-4333 
VANCOUV E R, B.C. VGB 3P5 
34. For  Rent - Misc. 
FOR RENT 
COMMERCIAL 
STORAG E S PAC E 
Do you require extra storage 
space ? 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
• kHEATED PREMISES 
tit Regularly patrolled 
"kCentrally located 
REASONABLE RATES 
CALL 635.6357 
For further details 
Monday to Friday 
Ask for BILL 
. i  
38 Wanted - Misc. 
WANTED TO BUY: I garage 
door. 7x9 Call evenings 635.9785 
(p4-4) 
44. Room & Board .. 
NEAR TOWN • Sleeping room 
for rent with own bathroom 
facilities. With private en- 
trance. Phone 635.4013. View at 
2703 South Eby. (c5-4) 
47. Homes for Rent 
2 bedroom house near 
Vocational School S175.00 per 
month. Phone 635-4453 (c5.4) 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom house 
Close to schools and town. 
Phone 635.7911 after 5 p.m. (pl. 
2) 
FOR RENT: I bedroom fully 
furnished house for rent in 
"rhornhlll. Call 635.5775 or 635. 
3864 (c2.4) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
K EYSTON E COU RT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 • 4603 Scott. One, 
two and three bedroom part- 
monts. Leurldry & Storage 
area. Near schools • an© 
downtown. Clean, quiet 
spacious, socurlty lock.up and 
)atroh 
635-5224 
:clf) 
I I 
T 
I 01inten ManOr ] 
IFurn,ohed or unfu rnlsh e~-~dto I 
Ior 1 bedroom apartments. I 
ISecurlty enterphone. Sauna.| 
/ 635-3941 I 
l 638.1032 i 
I 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 wa lsh  Avenue 
• Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
~ew I, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Fridge, stove, drapes, 
:arpet, recarea, sauna and pool 
table, with security en 
terpehone and elevator. Ab. 
solutely no pets. 
FOR RENT: Fully fur~/shed In 
Thornhill 12x64 3 ~:,droom 
trailer. Locsfed at 33~<ofoed 
Drive With washer a~ryer ,  
economical to heat 1 ~0 per 
month. No animals. 63`5.2482 
• (~-4) 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, 1V= baths, V= 
.block from schools. 3 rain. walk 
~rom town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply sulte 118, 
3530 Kalum. (off) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for rent, 
some with basement and car- 
port, private entrance and 
patio. To view. see full time 
caretaker at Apt. No.8 on Scoff 
Ave east of Kalum or phone 635. 
4841. (ctf) 
I HILLSIDE LODGE I 
I 4450 LIHle Avenue I 
ISleeplng rooms, housekeeping I 
|units, centrally located. Fullyl 
Jfurnished. Reasonable rates byJ 
Iday or week. Non.drinkers| 
jenny.  one635. 11. ( .L ) I  
49 Homes for  Sale 
HOU.SE FORSALE: 3 Bedroom 
house. Wall to wall carpet, full 
basement, gas heat, close to 
school and town. Drive by 4921 
Park or phone for appointment 
635-7382 or 635-7594 (f.m.w 
lmth) 
57. Automobi les  
FOR SALE: 1965 Dodge 
Monaco 2 door hard top. Bucket 
seats. Floor console. Good 
condition. Phone 635-2351 after 
4 p.m. (p5.5) 
FOR SALE: 1976 G.M.C. Van 6 
cyl. 292 cu. in. 3 speed manual, 
~/, finished Interior. 30,000 ml. 
Phone 635-7393 (I)4.4) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Ford %ton 4x4 
with 8' cab over camper. 11,000 
miles.Extra gas tank, 2 spares 
& tool box. Phone 635.1831. (C5. 
3) 
FOR SALE: 1974 Ford Ran- 
chero Squire Side moulding 
with vinyl roof. Tape deck, new 
radials. Excellent condition. 
Asking $3,100.00. Phone" 635. 
3463. (P5.3) 
FOR, SALE: 1972&~. zde plckupi, 
.truck S%300~'~bir rt~ilreat-.cash:- 
offer. Phone 638.198o (p5-7) 
FOR SALE: I- 1970 Maverick 
hard top In good condition. 
Price $950. 1. 1971 Mazda 
pickup for $750. Phone 635.5636. 
(c2.4) 
1968 Dodge Polara, 1969 
Plymouth Sports Satelite. 
Phone 635.3526 or 635.6880 (p7-9) 
1976 W 924 Kenworth Logging 
truck with new electric scales 
additional parts and ac- 
cessories. 4' Fontaln sliding 5th 
wheel. Phone 849.5349 (c7.9) 
"COLLECTOR'S ITEM" 
1964 Chevrolet Impala 
Super Sport. This vintage oar Is 
in Immaculate condition and 
,comesequlpped with P.S., P.B., 
console, stick shift, 283 cu. in., 
snowtlres etc. $1400.00 O.B.e. : 
Phone 636-1449 after 5 p.m.s(c7- i 
9) " ~. ÷: 
58. Mob i le  Homes 
REPOSSESSIONS 
Two 1974 Mobile Homes for 
sale. One 12x56 two bedroom, 
one 12x68three bedroom. Both 
located in local trailer courts. 
Anxious to sell, best offer before 
November 10, 1977, wlll be 
considered. Contact Gerry 
Warren, Assistant' Manager 
Royal Bank, Terrace, 63S-7117. 
(c8-4) 
FOR SALE: Must sell, 9x44 foot 
trailer with ]gay shack. Set up 
In Timberland Trailer Park. 
$4,000.. Phone John 635.5850 or" 
635.7324 (p10.10) 
FOR SALE: 10x56 2 bedroom 
trailer. Full price $3500 can be 
bought rental purchaes. 
Located at 3347 Kofoed Dr. 
Phone 635-2482 (p4-4) 
4 year old 3 bedroom Safeway 
House trailer. Nice kltc;'en' 
Ilvlngroom area, laundry 
hookups service. 75' fenced lot. 
Furnished with appliances. For 
more Information phone 635. 
6916 after 6 p.m. (c.4,~,14,19,3 ~ 
Terrace Little Theatre 3535 
Kalum St. will rent their lounge 
for Adult or Children's Xmas 
Party's, Good kitchen and bar 
facilities available. Moderato 
Rates. Phone/~)lly Naftress 
635.2048 (c10-14) 
Fitness is fun. 
Try some. 
PBR~£1PBEflO[I~© 
68. Legal  
I 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF FRANK CARL 
CUGLIETTA, formerly ef 
Terrace, B.C. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against he above Estate 
are required to send full par- 
ticulars of such claims to 
Crampton & Brown, 4659 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
British Colu mbla, on or before 
the 1st day of January, 1970, 
after which date the assets of 
the said Estate will be 
distributed, having regard only 
to the claims that have been 
received. 
SHARON CUGLIETTA, Ad- 
ministrator 
CRAMPTON & BROWN 
Sollcltors for the Estate 
BLANKET BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, YUKON 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
MORTGAGE MONEY 
Mortgage Money - Any amount 
(25 years amortization). 1st 
mortgage from 10 percent, 2nd 
mortgage from 12V= percent. 
Residential,  Commercla 
Builders Interim Buslnes: 
Loans. J.D. Phillips Capital 
Corporation, 10673 King George 
Highway, Surrey, B.C. V3T 2)(6. 
Phone 588.0411 or evenings 585. 
1603. 
(ctf 1st and 3rd) 
FOR SALE 
MISCELLANEIOUS - 
Selling out I Must sell fixtures 
and miscellaneous tock from 
Variety Store. Write care of 
The Lake News, File 102, Box 
962, Lake Cowlchan V0R 2G0 or 
phone 749.6985. 
so F 'I 
Sand is mainly quartz in tiny grains. 
i "LOOK" j 
) 
As 10w I as $200.00 you can buy a 14' wide i 
i mobile home - furnished, set up and delivered. ~ i 
! 
HURRY.= i 
Phone Mr .  George .  co l lec t  434-9175 
I 
i 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate the ~dvaMogou of this rent.to. 
own plln. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why tie up 
Y0urcash Or borrowing power, lEt and last months rent end 
:d~Ve- away..,' ;'?. ~s .~/;,.'~ ¢i ~y~"# ~@~ .~.~L~ I 
" ~'~':' EXAMPLES . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 pickup 
$140.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or simply return 
78 Camaro HT 
5139.00 per month 
Ibase end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
$99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
or simrl l, return 
70 Econoline Van 
SI36.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,975.00 
or simply return 
70 Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,625.00 
or simply return 
76 F150 4 x 4 
S155.00 per month 
lease end price 
S2,275.00 
or simply return 
1 
78 C 100 Chev pu 
S129.00 per month 
lease end price 
S1,675.00 
or simply return 
78 Dodge Van 
S129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or  simply return 
78 aids Cutlass 
S139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-R ICHARDS COLLECT 
987-711 I
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
"WANTED" 
AMBITIOUS BOYS OR GIRLS 
to do oarrier routes 
ON QUEENSWAY 
Good experiuoe and earnings 
to the right persons, 
, ,  , ! ,  ,' . .  
PHONE:-DAWN 
635-6357 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 .h.,. o.,,- 3.75 
THE I)AILY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace 
I REMEMBER WHEN J 
Joe DiMaggio was voted 
the most valuable player in 
the American Baseball 
League 38 years ago today-- 
in 1939. He had led the 
league in batting and helped 
New York Yankees win 
their fourth straight World 
Series. 
i 
Ching Johnson, battle- 
scarredNew York Rangers 
defenceman, said he was 
quitting hockey 46 years ago 
today--in 1931--because of a
salary cut. But the dif- 
ficulties were ironed out and 
the 37-year-old Winnipegger 
went on to win all-star 
recognition and play for the 
Rangers for another five 
seasons. 
Joe Louis fought his last 
professional boxing bout 26 
years ago today--in 1951- 
against Rocky Marciuno at 
New York. Louis had retired 
as world heavyweight 
champion and blarciano 
was still five years awoy 
from the title, but the years 
told and the Brown Bomber 
lost by a technical knockout 
in the eighth round. 
wimlmms 
Fighting aspeed duel with 
Craig Breedlove, Art Arfons 
pushed his let-powered car 
to 536.71 miles an hour 13 
years ago today--in 1964--to 
set a world land speed 
record. Their battle had 
begun three weeks before, 
when Arfons raised the 
record to 434 miles an hour, 
and Breedlove crashed, 
without injury, after 
clocking 525.26 m.p.h. 
before the official timers. 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per in- 
sertion, over 20 words 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
$1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not~ 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd In- 
sertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIF IED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $3.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch: 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior "to, 
publlcaflon day. 
Service charge of $S.0O on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge fo r  
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one month 
or more after event $10.00 
charge, with or without picture. 
Sublect to condensation. 
Payable In advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNcEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements' 5.50 
Marriages 5,50 
Deaths 5,50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 63/.635/ 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
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n Bla • :. J~m P, wm moo 
1 Kathlee . gionl 'spun her best at the m-. 's- ' ; - , - - .  ~, , - - , - , - - - -~ ,  . . a  n..~.~. 
~laro IF~ D fa iW woasLrm oel'at #A a~am I k~mm~l•  ~ . ~ mmo4~lmiPe  ~wa.mms ~meeMu mums ~UUi~ 
.*.':, ,.n"~"'tl~e'~e~r.'~,~'~p.;~,,~.~..'"~'~--~. Bdge-will go .In Imdlea pair. Ka~leea 
team at the reglonal dmmplonddpu. Abe p2,  ..s~m. '  us . . .  ~a~n. s wl~ner., an? ,.aurae 
• --,,elnn,, to ~,esnel on N,',, ,n .,.ann m,,,., " ml~Id l ly lM ' l~ l [  LO1qle Will enter nuzea 
Veronica 'Lowrie ud  8andra Hblop for . . . .  ,.::~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ladies *uvenile and Lemne neimer am the ~,amwpm¢ umcome mo ~anne macmay 
8 " ' ' ,~.z, . . . .  ,.... n. . .a . ,  t , , . , . . , . .  ~ ._ . -  will dance ~Ik  ~ ILowrle in mlzed 
• IO~ILH; I I  IU I~VI~I  & I I~ I lUUO ~Ul~; I JmJ l l~ l  l l -q ;VU l  + ' • . 
Hendry and Rlck Lowrle will enter as dame, .+... . + . 
Blue BomberS CoaCh 
se n . happy with, ass 
WINNIPEG (CP) -  Lumford qulck]y.'l~tS',//'.::Never one to ta 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers out that *he over-all g0al of: anyt!~ng for aranted and not 
won't know until Sunday any team is the clmm- me interested in receiving. 
afternoon whether they~l pionship but he says from a something for nothing, 
finish first, second or third league, sumopoint, . ~ :I~umford said he'.s ple~..~ 
in the Western Football couldn t be bet ter . . ,  ., • the wesPJu race has DOileo 
Conference but general ", down te the final two games 
manager Earl Lunsford The Bomber's are in Van-: to deride the final placings. 
admits a certain measure of couver to meet Brit ish:., ~ .~ into the weekend. 
satisfaction has already Columbia Lions On Satur-~ .,=-~..'~...~ hove 20 ,,oints" 
been achieved, day, Suskatcbewal~, : .  :',:~u;~..~",~."o.'~'l~a,,,~.~',~. 18' 
"You set your priorities Roughriders meet.-  the :e'o',,~,"".*~k~"w'~n'-"l"6"-ancl 
before you get into the Eskimos in F~lm0aton:~l, ~ . .~. "~,~ "~o,~ndin-on 
' .  ,~taq[~m~ ~, t .  a . *~, jp ,  b season and the first one has Sunday and. .Ca lgary , .  ~,. . , ,M. .o  ~ th~ a,mo~ in 
' tb?be a playoff berth," already out of theplayoffs,. ~,~'.~"'~,~,',~"o~,~'~.~,o'-'ntWon 
Lunsford. ~id . .  '~S~undly ,  wi l lbe  in Toronto. " . .  ~ " m"~ ~e". l~ I~  t'h~eew-"av t ies 
you mud~, l~b~ and ? ....... ~" " "' ' :  ""='  : :"-- '"" . . . . . . . . . . .  ":"" '~ ~[OEAL FOR WFC . • , .' forlb'~torseoomloeany~one~ 
third, ffyoaaregogcteneugn ~ , , '''i t'm:~m; :~ :~ ~ . ~tbe three teams in zne? 
to win you do." " ' [ don t think you c0ma. P]SYOffS..British Columbia, 
ask for anything betty_ i '  ~dmonton and Winnipeg 
from the league~s"lt~& ;:"could finish anywhere from 
Lions ...0. have, Lunsford sa id , :  ..... - -  - .  - -  - - - 
-e  e/. ,m..='.,lo. • . . . . . .  111.*~ Si t"  ' " ' 11ae uomoero ,  as  no~ ann 
ot~g~;u 3 ~ um ~ ov, mu6 v" enld thIR s~on as any one 
M c K ~ ~  ation we have two teams . . . . . . . . . . . . .  dub could sibly be, go 
Ig . . . . . . . . .  . into the f ina~ular  sense oingfor first place on their, n 
home nela. ~usamtenewan~ . . ,  . . . . . .  -;";'%' health,, 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  out of the wl]l be"." u~,?  --,,--.~a.; . ;. 
British Columbia Uons have 
aeed veteran running 
ck Hugh McKiunis e ra  
five-day trial with the 
Canadian Football League 
team. 
McKinnis, 29, recently 
was released by Seattle_ 
Seahawks of the National 
Football League. 
He broke into the CFL in 
1970 with Calgary Stam- 
peders after dropping out of 
school at Arizona State 
University with one year of 
eligibility remaining. . ' 
' McKinnis left Calgary two 
years later to join Cleveland 
Browns of the NFL. 
The Lions, which need one 
point from Sunda~r's game 
here against Winmpeg Blue 
Bombers to clinch first 
~ ace in the Western Con- rence, .used LeRoy bless 
at fullback Sunday esab~st 
Saskatehewan Roughriders. 
Moss was replacing 
regular Jim Harrison, out 
for the season with a Imee 
i nur .  Jt~ ~'Y 
~.(~. has not had a cOn- 
sistent running attack thm 
season and has had to rely 
on *he passing of quar- 
terback Jerry Tagge. 
~e playoffs, ill _ . 
olaying on *he road. '  That 's ' . .  ": ~ne nay roster change so 
~ls~ ideal. And colgai'Y, far _far 'this week saw veteran 
out it, will be playing ~ the D. ave ..Kn~htel act!vate.d 
Eastern Conference." It'l n.om me m~ury Hsc ann 
just what you want for your s~eplaeed ..there by rookie 
conference." .' : :~uwe ~ctmy. 
DISTBIOT:"OFTERRAOE 
- ..... l eT IOE. .  ! 
, I I LLFOH TEl lERS 
. ' ."~I l I I IL:OOITNOL" " 
Sealed bids relating to theabove oontrect will be~ 
accepted at the Munl¢ilml OffiCes until 4:30 p.m. 
November 30111, W/7 .  ~ Interested parties are 
advised to view thoprepomHl ~ntract (s) and-or 
obtain further Information at the Municipal 
Office, S.~IS Eby Strait, during normal business 
hours. "' .: ; 'I:'L" .,." " . : . .:: ,." .;.:. . 
Tenders must be Submitted in sealed envelopes - 
addressed to  lhe Clerk-Administrator and 
clearly• marked "Tender to Animal Control". 
The lowest or any!tender not necessarily nc- 
coptnd. 
Signed,. 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk.Administrator 
~ew -- " ~$ Business 
. . , : . * , 
Not listed in our 
B.C Tel DE'rectory. 
E. MARR DISTRIBUTORS LTD.-'38-17'1 
, ,, 
MARR'S BOOKKEEPING & 
ACCOUNTING-.,38-1761 
K & J AUTOMOTIVES - 638.8404 
WLLAGE MEATS- m- lm 
Her r...c, o,- .u.....v,c..... ,  
ALL:WEST GLASS- '38 ,11 ,  ' " 
Free- for 'ONE month. Courtesy of THE 
DAILY HERALD ' 
If you wish your Business 
Phone listed for your customers ]:)!@-J]lSe" ~ ~.5 - -~r  57  
HARDWARE STORES 
t.__ "~..n, m,-~7"~Tn - '7  
GORDON 
and 
ANDERSON 
bring you . . . .  
THE 
KING 
(NBC) 
::" 5~!S  i TheGameNews Newlywed 
~ N e w ~  
C "~ News s, 
N.ws 
News 
Tonight 
Match Game PM 
Match Game PM 
CHIPS 
CHIPS 
CHIPS 
CHIPS 
• James 
at 15 
James 
V ,  ~ at ,5 
A U :~ Rosatti and 
11 : News 
News 
A A :~ Tonight 
Show 
i l l  
:00 Tonight 
: 15 Show 
:30 Tonight 
: 45 Show 
CFTK 
(CBC) 
Fllnstones 
Flinsfones 
MaryTyler 
Mnore 
Hourglass 
Houglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Eight Is 
,Enough 
Eight Is 
Enough 
Carol Burnnet 
Show 
~ rol Burnefl ow 
Roots 
Roots 
Roots 
Roots 
Roots 
Roots 
Roots 
The National 
Night 
Final 
Hollywood 
,,,+ 
I i ~45 
:IS 
:30 
• Wheel Of 
Fortune 
Knockout 
KnocKout 
To Say 
The least 
The Gong Show 
The Gong Show 
Hnnlvwood 
Squares 
Dav.s of 
, :45 Our Lives 
i I1WS ~tQmt 
14S Doctors 
i 
.'00 Another 
' i~  World 
;45 a t  
,:)i. 
C~t 
at  
;45 c~t  
Canatiibli" " j 
Schools 
Mr. Oressup 
Mr. Dressup 
'Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
Bob Mclean Show 
Cont 
Cont 
CBC News 
I Dream 
of Jeannle 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Ryan's Hope 
Cent 
Edge of Night 
Edge of Night 
i i i i i i  
Take Thirty 
Take Thirty 
Celebrity Cooks 
Celebrity Cooks 
The Young Chefs 
The Young Chefs 
Crlday After 
~;chool 
4 BCTV 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Emergency 
News 
News 
News 
I~lews 
Funny Farm 
Funny Farm 
Wonder Woman 
Wonder Woman 
:ont' 
:ont' 
Fish 
Fish 
~arter 
Country 
CTV Reports 
CTV Reports 
Logans Run 
Logans Run 
Logans Run 
Logans Run 
CTV News 
News 
Hour 
Final 
The Late Show: 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
U~an,cannem:. • - 
Show . . . . .  
Oeflnlflon 
Oeflnltlon 
Karean's Yoqa 
Cent 
It'S Your 
Move 
Noon 
News 
Movie 
Mgtlnee: 
Columbo 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
5anford and' Son 
Sanford and Son 
The Gong Show 
The Gong Show 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
5p.m, to midniglt 
I 9.czs 9 . , .0  (PBS), (CBS) 
lOa.m, to 
Electric ...... ::" ,.:,;.,. ....... 
Company . ' 
Two Cents " 
Worth 
Art 
Cart 
Mulllgan 
Stew 
Eledrlc 
Company 
Inslde.Out 
Book Look, 
& Listen 
The Music Place 
Measure 
Up 
Bread and 
Butterflies 
Making 
Music 
Nlne's 
Journal 
Speakout 
Speakout 
. , .~ , I . :  ~, ~! 
m 
FEATURING THIS WEEK 
electri, 
supergrd 
Huge family.size grill cooks 'n serves mouth. 
watering recipes from breakfast through 
• dessert. Heaps of delicious pancakes, ham. 
burgers, chops, eggs, vegetables, appetizers, 
grilled sandwiches, desserts (and more), make 
every meal a feast. Thermostatically Controlled 
Heat cooks evenly, keeps every recipe at proper 
cooking and serving temp..no scorching or 
burningF, Large cooking area serves two or a 
hungry crowd at your home. No.stick, no scour 
surface makes easy serving and clean-up. 
Completely immersible, tool 
oR , 8A.oERso. 6 DO LTD, ( 
Store Hours. Tues. to Sat. 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.n 
 
T.V. 6UID 
ALL LISTINOS SUBJECT TO OHANOE WITHOUT F, OTIOi 
f 
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THE AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
By Stan tee and John Romff~ 
• ~ ~ :_ ~.-~~x,~3~ ~ ~ [~w ~=,eOM ~r,e~t,~v ~lv~/~/wr~¢. 
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Medical supply salesman helps in surgery 
' HAUPPAUGE, N.Y. (/kP) 
Two doctors, an oparating- 
room supervisor and an 
anesthesiologist have been 
indicted in a case involving 
a medical supply salesman 
who allegedly took part in 
surgery on a patient, it was 
announced Wodnesday. 
The indictments, 
disclosed by Suffolk County 
District Attorney Henry 
O'Brien, are the first an- 
nounced since reports 
surfaced that there may be 
a widespread pract ice of 
allowing surgical equipment 
salesmen to perform 
operating chores. 
Those indicted were to be 
arraigned in state SUpreme 
Court later Wednesday. 
A Garden City man, 
William MacKay, has told a 
newspaper that he was the 
salesman i volved in the hip 
surgery case that resulted in 
the Smithtown General 
Hospital indictments. He 
said he has been involved in 
12 operations. 
The indictments stem 
from a July 1975 o~ration to 
implant an artificial hip 
joint in Franklin Mirand0, 
44. Mirando has since 
charged in a medical mal- 
practice suit that he was left 
crippled after the operation. 
In the first of three in- 
dictments, Dr. David Lipton 
and Dr. Howard Masseff, 
operating-room supervisor 
Lorna Salzarullo, 
anesthesiologist Mary Chin 
and Smithtown General 
Hospital were charged with 
second-degree assault. 
The other indictments 
charged Lipton, the hospital 
and the operating-room 
supervisor with falsifying 
business records. 
FINISHED GRADE 8 
MacKay, 34, was a 
salesman for Zimmer 
U.S.A., a manufacturer of 
artificicai joints, at the time 
of Mirando's urgery, it was 
reported. MacKay, who said 
his formal education ended 
after grade 8, described his 
role in the surgery in an 
in terv iew .pub l i shed  
Tuesday in the long Island 
newspaper, Newsday. 
He said he was present in 
the operating room at 
Smithtown General to 
acquaint nurses with the 
eguipment and left before 
Lipton and Massoff inished 
the implantation. 
He said that he was sum- 
moned from. a golf course 
and "was told that 
Mirando'$. "., hip' ."" 'had 
dislocated'in the recovery 
room and that the doctors 
were waiting for me ~fore 
going back in. Wlien I got to 
the operating 'room, they 
told me to hurry up, scrub 
and get into my greens," he 
said. 
MeeKay said Lipton 
a~k¢~i him to remove the 
• w.~ificial joint and replace it 
with another, He saidhe sat 
• on a stool, bound fragments 
of the patient's femur with 
steel bands and inserted a 
new prosthesis. 
"I kept repeating in my 
mind, 'Let's get this guy's 
hip back together ight,"' 
said MacKay. "He'd been 
under anesthesia since 8 
a.m. and could have stopped 
breathing at any time. I was 
really scared. After it was 
over, I never wanted to 
touch a patient again." 
MacKay maintained that, 
as a rule, his role in the 
operating room was "to give 
advice on my equipment 
and implants. 
"The only time I'd touch a 
patient is when a surgeon 
would demand it because he 
was running into difficulties 
with equipment... That's 
what happened with 
Mirando..." 
Patient do-gooders waited 
up to half an hour to give 
blood Wednesday .at the 
clinic held in the Terrace 
areua. 
B.C .  
i 
t 
His DebtsSet Back .... :
a 
Wedding Five Years 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1977 by ~e Chicago Tr!bune.N.Y.NewsSynd In¢ 
DEAR ABBY: Eddie (not his real name) and I have been 
going steady for four years. I'm 25 and Eddie's 26. We 
definitely planned on getting married, but here's the 
problem. Eddie says we can't get married until he pays his 
p~rents back for putting him through college. Otherwise 
hd~d be getting married on his parents' money. 
Abby, his parents are very well-off, and I'm sure they 
don't expect o be paid back. 
The way Eddie has it figured, it will take him at least 
five years to pay off hisparenta. He says in the meantime 
we ,should just go steady. 
I suggested we get engaged, but Eddie doesn't believe in 
long engagements. What do you make of this? 
EDDIE'S GIRL 
DEAR GIRL: I think Eddie should be commended for 
wanting to repay his parents, but it seems to me he's 
giving you a five.year stall. Stalls are for horses and other 
four-legged animals. I'd say "Nay." 
DEAR ABBY: I work in a nursing home, and one of th~ 
residents here has asked me to write the following letter 
to you: 
Rejects.  . . o f  prior, knowledge .  
f-'"'/UN~L~ [~N~_.~C,.T/~ OTTAWA (CP) Solicitor- F~s .  statements, saying John Zeab le J  Fox has refused to make 
- [ ,-.~A~-- L~. /  ' " ]  general , Francis  Fox the 'timing of the affidavit Included in the list is a public any of the documents 
~ ~  rejected Nd~v Democratic sUll :implies government record of a Dec. 19, 1972 melRioned in the affidavit, 
Party charges Wednesday knowledge before 1976. That letter from "D. G." to "Sol. saying that in the interesm 
that the government knew of is the date the government General ."  Broadbent in- of national secu~ty they 
an illegal RCMP break-in of has said it first learned of terpreted that to mean the must remain secret. . . 
a left-wing ~hews agency in the raid at the offices of the letter was sent from the ' . But jBroadbent rejeeteu 
; \ ~ ~Z Montreal asi early as 1972. 'Agence de Presse Libre du director-general of RCMP Fox's statement, arguing \ He told the Commons that Quebec. security service, John that even if the letter was " ht4J~~~'..~.,.~..._v~ ~ '~  NDP loader E d Broadbent Sroadbent showed copies St ames, to then solicitor- written .in 1973 the govern- 
.---._~__ based his charges on an of the affidavit to reporters genera] Warren Allmand. ment would still have been 
affidavit containing a before the Commons at. Broadbent said the letter informed two years before it 
...... ~ ~:~: typographical error that 
' was mistakenly filed with a 
"Dear Abby: I am a sick old lady. My dentures no longer 
fit me, and since they are very uncomfortable, I don't wear 
them much anymore. 
When my daughter visited last Sunday, she ordered me 
to wear my dentures at all times so that when I die I will 
look 'presentable.' 
What do you advise? 
TROUBLED IN L.A." 
DEAR TROUBLED: Tell your' daughter Sat  you are 
more concerned with being comfortable NOW than being 
"presentable" then. 
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year-old girl with a story to tell. 
Last night about 9 p.m. I was walking home alone from 
the public library. (I live 8 blocks from there.) The wind 
was blowing hard, and it was very cold. Besides, I had a 
load of books under my arm. 
A car pulled up alongside the curb, and a nice.looking 
man opened the door and asked, "Want a ride?" He looked 
okay and .was about my father's age, and my feet were 
about o drop off with freezing, so I said yes and hopped in. 
He asked me where I was going and I told him. He drove 
me there, but before he let me out, he said, "Young lady, I
want you to promise me that you will NEVER again accept 
a ride with a stranger, no matter how 'nice' he appears to 
be. I happen to be a decent man, but you took an awful 
chance. You can't tell ANYTHING about a man by the 
way he looks. Two years ago I had a niece about your age 
who accepted a ride with a strange man, and three days 
later they found her lifeless body in a ditch four miles from 
your home. She'd been raped and strangled." 
Abby, I promised that man I would never again get into 
a car with a stranger. And I never will. 
LUCKY 
DEAR LUCKY: Thanks for sharing your experience. It 
contains valuable advice. 
DEAR ABBY: When someone asks, "What nationality 
are you7" and I say, "I was born and raised in the U.S.A., 
which makes me an American," why do they say, '~)h, I
know that-I mean, are you Jewish, Catholic or 
Protestant?" 
Abby, don't they know that they are asking about a 
person's RELIGION--not their NATIONALITY? 
I have a friend whose parents came from Italy, and 
people are always calling him an Italian. He is NOT an 
Italian, he's an Americanl 
If I sound angry, I am. Oh, boy, would you be doing a lot 
of people a big favor if you put this in your column. 
100 PER CENT AMERICAN 
It contained an index of 96 
documents concerning the 
list of documents before a break-in subpoenaed by the 
Quebec government com- Quebec commission of 
mission of inquiry, inquiry into illegal police 
But Broadbent rejected activities, headed by lawyer 
Danson defends Canadian 
presence in NATO 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Defence 
Minister Barney Danson 
now seems committed to 
maintaining Canadian troop 
support for NATO's nor- 
thern flank in Norway 
despite earlier doubts. 
He said in a recent in- 
terview he visited Norway 
in OctoberWith doubts about 
the value of the Canadian 
contribution. Canada 
agreed in 1969 to fly Cana- 
dian troops to Norway when 
needed. 
"Had I not been satisfied 
that it is "a job we can per- 
form ... then there would be 
no point in'maintaining that 
commitment. 
"After having been there 
and with the work that is 
ongoing, then I think it is a 
commitment we can keep 
and keep effectively. But 
there is still a lot of 
homework to be done on 
both sides." 
Danson said there is little 
sense fn the Canadian 
contribution unless it acts as 
a deterrent to aggression in 
northern Europe. After 
looking at .the Norwegian 
terrain, he had concluded it 
is an easier country to 
defend than attack. 
Canadian troops could 
perform usefully there. 
But there still had to be 
, some work on receiving and 
 upi orting Canadian troops 
norway. 
Dauson's concern about 
Canada's role in the nor- 
them flank is part of the 
government's drive to make 
the most effective use of the 
78,000-man armed ~orces. 
The forces are to be in- 
creased in size by 4,700 over 
a period of years. 
Like Externa l  Affairs 
Minister Don Jamieson, 
Damon is wary of another 
Canadian contribution to 
• United Nations 
flpeacekeeping forces, this 
me in Rhodesia. He said 
the forces are already 
stretched because of their 
role in UN forces in Cyprus 
and the Middle East. 
Canada agreed to provide 
troops from bases in Canada 
, to the northern flank after 
reducing the size of 
Canadian Forces in central 
Europe in 1969. 
About S,000 troops from 
Vai Cartier, Qua., London, 
Ont., and Winnipeg are 
available for transport to 
northern Europe in case of 
need. Canada also con- 
tributes troops and fighters 
to a multi lateral NATO 
force that can ~ be used in 
either northern er southern 
Europe. 
must have been about the 
1972 break-in because all of 
the documents subpoenaed 
surrounded that event. 
Fox told the Commons the 
letter in no way relates to 
the bi'eak-in. He promised to 
make it available to a 
federal royal commission 
under Mr. Justice David C'. 
McDonald which will 
inquire into the extent and 
prevalenees of illegal 
RCMP behavior. 
Fox also said a 
~ p0graphical error in the fidavit listed the date of 
the letter as December, 
1972. In fact, the letter was 
written Dec. 19, 1973, he 
said. 
says it was in 1976. 
And, theNDP leader said 
the. McDonald commission 
is likely to conduct most of 
its meetings in camera. 
Fox confirmed outside the 
Commons  that represen- 
tations will be made to the 
commission to keep the 
letter secret for national 
security reasons. 
Broadbent said "the in- 
tegrity of the government 
rests on the content of that 
letter because serious 
questions are still unan- 
swered." 
Fox and Allmand have 
said they have searched ' 
their files and can find no" 
record of the letter. 
/, 
Victoria, RCMP say not 
involved in secret probes 
VICTORIA (CP)--The 
head of the RCMP security 
unit in British Columbia 
said Tuesday his section 
was not involved in alleged 
secretprobes of senior labor 
figures in the province. 
"Absolute ly  not," 
Superintendent Charles 
Yule answered when asked 
if any of his officers had 
taken part in an inves- 
Ugation into the officials. 
"We've always had good 
rapport with the labor 
people here," he said. "If we 
wanted to find out 
something about hem, we'd 
go and ask them. 
"I can assure you we are 
not doing any investigation 
nor have we received any 
imtruction to do one. We 
definitely have no in- 
volvement." 
A memorandum revealed 
Monday purported to show 
'that Labor Minister Allan 
Williams had asked for 
investigations •of Paul 
Wailer, head of the B.C. 
Labor 'Relations Board, 
John Fryer,  general 
secretary of the B.C. 
Government Employees 
Union, and Len Guy, 
secretarytreasurer of the 
B.C. Federation of Labor. 
Premier Bill Bennett, 
Attorney-General Garde 
Gardom and Williams have 
all said the memo was an 
obvious fake, and have 
denied any knowledge of 
such an investigation. • 
Guy said his initial 
reaction to the memo was 
that it was a fraud, but he 
said Tuesday that he 
strongly suspected it was le- 
gitimate. 
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Crossing the Skeena 
Unique trip to yesterday 
By ChedeThiessen current, and out "it tears, 
Looking forgsomething a swiftly pushed along by the over the other side till it lets 
little different. A little out- awesome current, up," he warns. 
o f - the-ord inary?  . Tr., You may well find This happens quite 
aSkeena River xerry yourself with eyes glued to. frequently. 
cros .si~,.. the straining cables. .In this case, ,'over here" 
What s so unique about Without hese restraints the is Usk, a tiny little set- 
these,ferries? Well, they're • ferry, would he quickly tiement across the Skeena, 
smaller than your ordinary earned own the river. The 14 miles east of Terrace on 
ferry. Two cars can  just speed of the water racing Highway 16. It is reached 
squeeze on! Foot past is dizzying, only by this ferry. 
passengers canstand along mesmerizing and quite There's never a crowd 
the railings, unforgettable. . waiting to.cross over on the 
Seeondl~, they don't have It is a short, but exciting ferry, and never a traffic 
an engine. These tiny little tri . 
barges, with the ferry ~nce across the river, the problem. There are no roads on the 
operator's shed at one side, ~dders are again applied, other side past Usk. 
are held in place and guided breaking the fast-moving A long walk along the 
along their watery route by ferry, the bows are turned, tracks will take you to the 
a str0ng set of cables, at- and the little barge bumps near-deserted town of 
tached to an overhead cable up against the ramp on- Copper Cit~, once a tent 
stretching across the river, snore, town, brimming with 
The little ferry uses ~The weather-beaten thousands of geld--seekers. 
water-current power -  operator frowns as he tests Now, a few families live 
cheap and plentiful in the 0ie wind. there, largely undisturbed 
Skeena! When the ferry is "Don't be too long over except for the daily train to 
ready to leave the operator, here," he cautions. "Wind's PrinCe Rupert. 
turns ~e rudders. "1'ney coming up. Can't dock when Ironically, the train stops 
steer the boat against he the wind's up. Have to wait "at Copl~r City. Rarely does 
anyone deeend, however, or the same resident 
boardit ,  operators. On each side of 
• Little settlements like the river is a gong, waiting 
Copper City are found every to be st/'u'ck by potential 
seven miles along this passesgers.Usunlly, there's 
section of railway track, no need. Once the man spots 
built by the railway to you, he'll come across 
service its trains: Ritchie, unless you ha,~n to come 
Dorreen, Pacific, Usk and by during lunch. And then, 
Copper City, all lie seven you might as well relax and 
miles apart on the northern fish, for the ferry is not in 
side of the Skeena, all operation. After all, 
primarily deserted, everyone's entitled to lunch! 
As well as the Usk ferry, Once, there were four of 
one other such crossing is these exciting river 
available at Cedarvale, 26 crossings. Now only these 
miles further west on the two remain. 
highway. Here, a similar The building of the bridge 
tiny, ha~e-like ferry takes at Kitwangs made the little 
cars and passengers across ferry there obsolete, and the 
to the tiny town. From ferry further west, that used 
Codarvale, it is possible to to dart back and forth to 
drive up to Kitwanga, or Kitselas and Copper City, is 
north to Stewart, or west to now permanentl]r idled. 
Terrace. Hopefu l ly ,  these two 
In the winter, when the remakdng ferries will be 
Skeena freezes, these two around for some time, and, 
ferries are replaced by hopefully, you'll have an 
cableears, still ferried by opportunity to try them out. 
W 
qt ~ 
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The Big Ball Game [~-, . ru~ _~_...v .,NmUON 9:00 i~roFcom_~ . . . . . .  ~ ; ;~  
Possibly the biggest ball 
game in the world takes place 
once a year in Scotland and 
most of the population take 
tort. 
The folk who live in the 
upper part of Jedburgh are 
known as "the Uppies" and 
they play tlie "Doonies," 
from the lower part of the 
town. ,They gather in the 
Center of town, a ball is 
thrown into the air by the 
Provost, and after that it's 
anybody's affair. 
The crowd of players is so 
great that the shop owners 
barricade their doors and win- 
dows. The p lay  ranges from 
one end of the town to the  
other, and the winning side is 
the one which gets the bali 
over one of the two marked. 
boundaries. A favourite ploy 
is for a player to get the ball, 
conceal it in his clothes, and 
make his way quietly to the 
goa_ I.
Jedburgh people don't 
worry about this, points out 
Teacher's Scotch Information 
Centre. Thei r  mot to  is, 
"Never mind the ball, get on 
with the game:" 
..,~/,,.,m_ _ OF FOITI'UNI 
~ I  SQUARES 
~ OF OUR UVES 
THImCTOES 
ANOTHER WmLn 
1141 10'~----~-.- | 1  
"1hi I ~1~__ I~ YllrV' 
THE ."..'~..YWED ~_.~.u~_ 
, .'...~P.$. 
S ~  TONIGHT 
CHI~" 
taJ~-~ AT 15 
~_~ ~ ~ RY~ 
"~EVA 
SiGN 
I 
MR. D I ~  
~s.~.~_ STREET 
I U  Sm 
I ~RF.~! OF JFAINII 
tlOLLYWOOD SGUARES 
RYN~S HOflI 
IOGE OF NIGHT 
TAKE THIRTY 
~SlGN 
~ S  NEW 
F1JNIITONB 
NEWS 
E l~ IS ENOUGH 
~VE~ ~ ~IR~ 
SHOW 
mOOTS 
THE NAllGNAL 
N ~NNUTIS LIVM 
FINAL I~ON 
9:3o 
10:~ 
10:~ 
11:~ 
11:3o 
12 :~ 
12:3o 
! :~  
1:30 
2:o0 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:~ 
6:30 
7:~ 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:3Q 
11:o0 
11:30 
12:00 
JI~N CANNIM SHOW 
UI~MllON 
KAmI i~ YOGA 
I~ i  YOUll MO~! 
NOON NEWS HOUR 
;D IE :  
"H~I  11m I ~  DW' 
N~IOTHER 
A I .MN/SH0W 
~MNDIEN 
.THI 001~ II~W 
NMMS 
I W0t~N 
FISH 
c/urrlm OOUNTIW 
c~ H~mrs 
RUN 
~hi~5 
m~ LAt~ m 
~ C  ~ 
S~I~ ~ ,~iES 
~ l  UP 
M IS FOR MUSIC 
K~Ir $1rk,~ 
THE BLACK r~,.~m|NC~ 
"SILMAME ~E~ 
i 
Ml:b~6k ~,GG~ 
At~.-/iC,~l 'T/ 
I 
I 
D~[~,ce EDMONTON (CP) -- There must be more artistic director this season. 
Lack of funds may force the private contributions to a "We have five 
Alberta Contemporary current$15,-O00fund-ralsing professional dancers, plus 
Dance Theatre to close after drive and city council and six apprentices and our 
its sixth season ext spring, the Canada Council must programshould become the 
best we ever offered." /~ . . . .  j . .~  R0n Holgerson, the com- increase their annual grants 
if the company is to be //[~,C(,~' (, ['t~' ~ i ' s  m, nnager, secretary, Ho]gerson said the 
=.  booking ~gent, publicist and saved, Holgerson said. company has so far failed to 
nln,t l  ~ ,  fund-raiser, sa~d the group "This situation is really make a strong artistic 
• • v t~) ,  will'fold unless more funds ironic, because for the first impression with exciting 
I rais~l.. t ime we have a full-time " ,, can  be  , , ,  p rogramming .  
W fm 
The Long And The Short Of It 
The world's tallest living 
man,  8- foot-2-inch Don 
Koehler, shakes the hands of 
the smallest man in the 
world, the great Mischu, 33 
inches short. This and many 
other fascinating pictures can 
be seen in the Official Motion 
Pictures of the Guinness 
Book of World Records, and 
you can see them at home, 
along with hundreds of  
spectacu lar  sports action 
films. A f~e listing is available 
by writing to Ring Classics, 
S.N., 350 Vanderbilt Park- 
way, Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787. 
But, he said, continual 
poverty hampered 
production--accomplished 
dancers left for better- 
ha~t [o be rehired from 
outside Alberta. 
This year, with a fall-time 
artistic director and with 
sufficient money, all that 
may change. 
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SEATTLE TODAY 
WHEEl. OF FORTUNE 
i ,  
KNOCKOUT 
TO SAY THE LEAST 
THE GONO SHOW 
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
DAY OF OUR LIVES 
THE DOCTORS 
ANOTHER WORLD 
_ . ~ I ~  For .~vm__  
THE NEWI.Y'MED GAME 
NEWS 
SEATn.E TONIGHT 
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
CHICO & THE MAN 
THE ROCKFORD FILES 
QUINCY 
NEWS 
THE TONIOtlT SHOW 
I 
NONI~ S~'  
IN TOUCH 9:00 OF COOI(INO .ZEBRA WINGS 
9: 30 JOVCE ~vmsoN mow WO~S~TH 
cANAmAI~ s4c~oLs 10: 00 JEAN CJUiNEM SHOW EI.ECI'PJ¢ COMPANY 
~UP 10:30 onm~oN 
'S~ ~EEI  11 : 00 ~EENS YOGA 
i1:30 ITS YOUR 
.NOON NEWS HOUR 
~c~rs~m~ 
ART CNW 
seI  MCLEAN SHOW 12:00 ELECTRIC ¢ONPANY 
12: 30 Mowe: msio~ou.r 
I DREAM OF JEANNIE 1:00 " ~ '  TRULY AMERICAN 
D~0u.vwouo s~Es  1:30 U~LSURE UP 
RYAN'S HOPE ANOTHER WORLD 2:00 
EOOm OF NIGHT 2: 30 
T~' :  TH,|~rrY. 3:00 ~ H~.E- SHOW 
CE~emITY COONS 3:  30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
'0 :00  
0:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
. IO:39 
I1 :00 
]1:30 
12:00 
THE YOUNG CHEFS 
Fm~,Y #, i . .  =~4ooL 
FLI NSTONES 
MARY TYLER MOORE 
SANFORD AND S0N 
me aoNo st~w 
S~ 
OPERAllON PET~GOAT 
I 
JULJE 
AND MARIE 
I 
ROCKFORD FILES 
~JINCY 
"¢TV NEWS 
~i -~ HOUR F I~ 
THaut.~ saow 
PROGRESSlVIOON. "~" 
::NVATiVE CONVENTION' 
M U  
SREAD ANn 
MUU NO MU~C 
LIASAME STRIIT 
SAN PEDRO BUMS 
CPO SHARKIY 
SQMETHINO VENTURED 
BIG HAWAII 
THE NATIONAL ' 
FINAL M~TIQN 
SIGN ~ ~ 
BUT- 
.~STER ROMR 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
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k't~ gUM 9:00 Xl~l lS  0N IttMl[ItA ONCE Ulq~l A CI.A~C 
One of the longest operatic lmm~.x ~ AND ~ " 9:30 .tu-~ aO 
aries.is Brunnhilde's Immola- 10:00 ~ SESAME STREET 
tion Scene in Wagner's opera Tim YOU~ sm~rml ~ 10:30 WlOe WORLD OF SPORTS 
"Ootterdammerung." One J ;MAI I ICH&~ Clg.~i,~Lt. I1:00 ctm.POOraAu. . 
well-known recording has JTHE ~ ItttiO ~ I 1:30 THE BLACK EXPIERIENCF been precisely timed at 14 
minutes 46 seconds. HOT PUOOII 12:00 • PmS~H CXlb~' 
• * * ~II.BUFM iN ~im$ 12:30 CROKEI"r's GAR. OP.N 
pRo~us lw cow 1:30 
S~VAnVm ~,S~,~R~I • 2:00 • Wm W0m.O OF smm 
. SATOP.nAY M0'nS UO VM.UtY 2:30 
"he ~ d Aims" 3:00 NA. STAR WRESTLING 
Mi~i~ ,~-u~,,nm 3:30 
4:00 mowmz 
"~T ~n i¢~ ~ c~.mis wsmc 4:30 -~oOW~Atmm 
"THIS IS ~ NIq. 
One of the largest quality tCNt.ld0~J~ 5:00 RED FISHEfl SHOW 
" - - "a t  . . . . .  5:30 • o~ov~ nationwide stores, Radio 14~,~ :.; " -" , ---  
Shack, has over 5,000 Idea- 6:00 NEWS HOUR 
tions across the country. 
Each outlet is equipped to NCiMAt.WORLD . 6:30 THE SWISS: F&~II.Y 
offer superior audio instru- ~LDgltQ~M 7:00 THE nI~IICWOMAN 
ments at superlative savings-- --..'11 ~t~ SHOW ' ,7:30 
with a professional staff--that 
can make. the right connee- 11  iONIeW~MAN ONE OAYATATIMle 8.'00 AC~UD. P l E ~  
tions in ease your equipment ~W(ARD PiE 8:3~ 
needs ervice. , 
, , , SAT. N!GHTATMOVIMS ~NOU~ROVRI 9:00 
The shortest opera written "~"  ~roo~R mmcallm~ 9:30 
was "The Deliverance of eAtttOIAN ~ 10:00 ~14AT'I HOLt.YW0OO 
Theseus," by Darius Milhaud, |0 :~ ROL~ HARRIS SHOW 
first performed in 1928. The 
opera lasts for 7 minutes and .. THe i~,WIAi. 11:0~ ely NeV4. 
27 seconds. I 1: 30 .HEWS HOUR FINAL 
NAME IS DESCRIPTIVE ~tvu~atv mud 13:00 THE ~a~e mow I 
The muskrat, named for FBmE:  " '~cmm,', 
its two scent glands, is SSrA~MOWS "Smo~*wr" 
native to almost all of the 
United States and Canada . . . .  .,~m's urn- * 
DON'T LET THE AUTUMN SLUMP e 'H--rUE 
GET TO YOUR WAISTLINE P___ASSES 
You may have already tucked cal and mental performance for dietary fibre and it can be used in 
your bathing suit in the bottom the entire day. such a variety of ways. 1 ~ ' -~ i Hidden somewhere in the ads 
drawer to rest peacefully for the Changing bad habits to good For breakfast, they use it I • 
next seven months. Possible with ones is not a simple task. But straight from the package - -  no ~ i n .the en L e rta in rn e n t secti0n 
mixed feelings of guilt and relief, there are ways to make it easier, toemtin8 required - -  and top it 
Because you can now hide For example, ffyourexcusefoz with tasty treats llke sauteed aretwo Terrace phone numbers. 
your shape in winter's bulky not eating breakfast is that you mushrooms, cheese, or grilled 
clothes is noexcaseforallowing don't life traditional brsaldast tomatoes. Thetndifionalbmak. Fi.d them*i and if one is yours you've won 
yourself to gain the weight you foods then look for foods that fast toppings - -  peanut butter, 
may have lost 'in the spring, you do enjoy but are still nutri, honey and masmalade - -  suit ~ P i c k  up your tickets at me Hera ld  of f i ce ,  
ikfore the flab starts to set in, do tious. Do you avoid breakfast crkpbmd equally as well. 3212 Ka lum St .  
yourself a fayor. Make a con- because it takes too long to All of these btcaldast ideas ase ~ m  
scientioas resolution to keep in prepare? "Then try foods that easy to prepare. There ass no 7 ~ 7 ~  7 ~  
shape all year round...by eating . don't require preparation yet a m  mamy bread crumbs to clean up. 
properly and exercising your good for you. And they taste terrific. 
body a little more. In Sweden, where the people Jmt assimply, ou can incorp- ~ 'a~,  
Eating foods that are tasty, are famous for their good physi- orate crispbread into your lunch. 
satisfying yet nourishina without ralcondition, breakfastfoodaase 4720 LAKE J 'SE  AVE.  PHONE 638-8111 
adding unnecessary calories i  by totally different from our own. I 
far the best way to stay in shape, For one thing about 600 years" • • SHOWING AT 8 P ,M.  
as well as keeping'the body ago, they discovere~ the beauty ~. .  o 
healthy, of crispbread - -  a dry,. crisp . e~~ ~ November 5 
Concentrate on eating bat- whole grain bread made from 
anced mesh and don't skip any. undamaged ~eor  wheat flour. -rr-O"~ _ . _~ .~- - - - 'm 
Canadians are notorious for The Ten Co~z ents 
skipping breakfast and lunch, yet Today, Swedes accept ~risp- 
research studies how time and bread as their national bread. ~ ~  
time again that breakfast espec- Why? It's convenient, delicious, t fdw~. . .  November 6.12 
ially, g~eaily influences our phy~k low in calories, nutritious, hishm 
necessities." Oliver Wendell Holmes 
TEililAOE LITTLE THEATRE M TINEE 
presem November 5 M~nster go Home 
':dP-S,fT/'/C & O~'~. ,~C~"  ~" -~""  7 & 9 P.M. NIGHTLY 
IIOVEMBER [ / [ /e~~[ '~~O~ 9 P.M. November5 
s, 4, e, 10, 11 a.d t~h "Gone in 60 Seconds 
at 
TERRAOE LITTLE THEATRE Zt's time to call your November 6.8 
[(ALUM ST, Welcome Wagon hmteM. EVELYN AMWEILER Great Texas Dynamite Chase 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT McCOLL REAL tllS.s~l m' 
. ESTATE , November 9-12 
FOR IN FORMATION PHON E 0N-~48 ! WENOY CLIBBETT j • ,~,o~ ~ The Outlaw Josey Wales 
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The Ex-Smoker 
And Food 
So you've beaten the 
butt! 
Congratulations. You've 
joined the growing ranks of 
Canadians who've decided 
to safeguard their health by 
not smoking. 
But now you have a new 
worry, your waistline. 
You're substituting tasty 
food for tobacco, and 
you're gaining weight. 
Health and Welfare 
Canada says this doesn't 
have to happen. Don't let 
your stomach, run away 
with you. That's only creat- 
ing another health hazard. 
Tile solution? Control food 
intake and exercise daily. 
How to win that battle 
of the bulge 
You must not eat more 
than your body needs. This 
makes sense but some peo- 
ple at times ignore the rules. 
And while their nose doesn't 
grow like Pinocchio's, tlaeir 
waistline extends and ex- 
tends. 
How about following 
some sensible ating rules? 
Avoid the fad diets and the 
use of drugs to curb your 
appetite. Follow a sensible 
program of nutrition by 
making sure your food is 
not too rich in fats, sugar or  
calories. That kind of rich- 
ness you must do without. 
,lust try to imagine 
What would you look 
like if you didn't exercise "at 
all? Or didn't eat? 
2 
IO.~-~-NING WITH lED 
NFL 'T/ 
~.~_ PRO FO01 ~'  ' 
MEET THE PRESS - ~ - -  
"ANNIVERSARY SHOW 
NEWS 
3&6 
THIS V-__"~X IN 
PARLIN~AT 
OLD TIME _n~__PEI..H~v__.m_ 
MAN ALIVE 
MONEY NAKE15 
MUSIC TO SEE 
¢FL FOOTBAU. 
"~,*k~,_-~:-"=- ~t 
SURVIVAL 
PETER LUNDY • THE 
N .~___m.cn_ 
FIVE lflrAII MOYll 
"11~ Family Way". 
COUNTRY CANADA 
• NYMN SING 
Rg~__rM I=QR THE TQP 
WORLD OF I~SNEY 
i 
THE BEACHCOMIWnS 
KING OF KENSINGTON 
I 
SIDE sirRe,-, 
,THE NATIONAL mm 
..,_..~r. m.~u. 
t,ATE S I~ 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
13:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
6:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:31[I 
I1:00 
11:30 
H:00 
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'SEARCH 
ERNEST ANGLEY 
ORAL ItOuaK,S 
DGY OF DISCOVerY 
IT IS WRITY~N 
oooD~ 
AOAee 
TERRY ~bINTEm 
STAR TREK 
SUNDAY THEATre= 
"Nick and Nora" 
HORST KOEHkER 
QUESTION PERIOD 
UNTAMED FRONTIER 
I-CA. COMMENT 
NEWS HOUR 
HARDYBOYS-NANCY 
OREW MYSlTR115 
JIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN 
i 
KOJAK 
CTV REPORTS 
9 
SlES~NE ~m,  
T 
I THE A~.AiCAN HOUSE ;JUUNSTRa-P--u'--w~- THE- -  
l , x~m~L CmLD 
WASHINGTON VbWIKK IN 
REVIEW 
, WAU- STREET ~ lg  - -  
ml  OF FAMIU15 
THE WORLD OF FRANKLIN 
Jl" r r l :~ ,~ 
BLACK Pi~.ie~,qiVE ON 
I 
THE BELLE Off AMHERST 
i 
EVENING AT SYNPIHIONY 
MIkIllRPIECI! THEATER 
o IR~iMCi YHff~iik I 
Cl'V NH SlON OFF 
NH HOUR FINAL 
I 
THE LATE SHOW I . LATE MOVIE 
"Nm I~r All f . ,=.~." 
Obviously. there has to 
be a balance, so'get into the 
right habits. A smaller serv- 
ing of any .food has fewer 
calories. Eat slowly, chew- 
ing well so that you won't 
tend to swallow more than 
you realize. When you give 
up cigarettes and eat and 
exercise properly you will 
increase your chances of 
avoiding such diseases as 
heart attacks and your 
health and appearance will 
noticeably improve. You 
don't have to be a banker to 
know it's a worthwhile 
investment you are making 
in yourself. 
Those sneaky 
(hidden) calories 
There are some calories 
nut to get you. These are 
the foods or beverages that 
slip down so easily'that 
often the number of calories 
involved are not realized. 
Alcohol and sweetened 
beverages are the worst 
offenders, but you also have 
to keep an eye on the cream 
and sugar in your tea and 
coffee. An extra 500 calor- 
ies daily equals one extra 
pound of bodyweight week- 
Iv. 
A line of defence in the 
weight war 
Eating a piece of fresh 
fruit instead of a piece o f  
fruit pie is substituting a
food low in calories for one 
that is chock full of them. 
And it makes good sense. 
Keep plenty of low.calorie 
snacks in the house. These 
foods, are usually thin, 
watery, bulky or coarse. 
On the other hand, greasy, 
crisp, thick, smooth,41ooey, 
sweet or alcoholic~foods 
tend to be high in calories. 
With those low.calorie foods 
at arm's reach you can 
satisfy temptation as well as 
have something to keep 
your hands busy. And it ' l l  
do wonders for your waist" 
line. 
A good way to stay trim ' 
The perfect complement 
to good dieting is moderate 
exercise. Exercise. is neces- 
sary for several reasons. It 
keeps you physically fit, 
helps you burn those calor- 
ies, reduces tensions, and 
keeps you busy so that 
your hand d~esn't reach for 
the refrigerator r cupboard 
door. 
*A stitch in time 
Relatively small increases 
in physical activity or small 
reductions in calorie intake 
over a period of time can 
add up to a significant 
weight loss. Walking to 
work and back is a weight 
reducer, as are household 
and outdoor chores. Ten- 
nis, bowling and cycling are 
fun for friends and family. 
Standing uses more calories 
than sitting, and walking 
more than standing. 
Any activity results in 
the burning of calories. It's 
obvious the number of 
calories used varies with the 
type of exercise, it's equally 
obvious that you burn more 
calories the longer you work 
or exercise at something. 
Are things getting 
out of hand? 
If, despite your best 
efforts, a few pounds neak 
up on you after dumping 
tobacco, you can gain con- 
trol by eating a little less 
and exercising a little more. 
A few extra pounds are in 
any ease less of a risk 
than smoking, so you can 
afford to take your time. 
First things first. Above all, 
don't take a chance on 
getting hooked again by 
sneaking the occasional 
cigarette to reduce your 
appetite. 
A fact to remember 
Physical activity helps re- 
duce nervous tension, that 
same nervous tension that 
can result in smoking or 
overeating. 
special 
3 days 2 nites 
in Vancouver 
|usf SSS,25 
From Sept. 15, 1977 to June 1, 1978 
I I  i 
. -PL .US '  
M 
Plus 5% 
Room Tax . 
$1.oo 
Per Person 
double occupancy 
BREAKFAST2 MORNINGS.AND A FULL 
COURSE STEAK DINNER IN HY'S AT  THE SANDS 
* WHO $,4 YS IT TAKES A LOTOF MONEY 
....... TO HA VE A GOOD TIME? 
.... .~*"  FOR TOLL  FREE RESERVATION CALL :  
U.S. 80~255@050 ~'  ' "  w • eee  e l  ' e  a ' ,  • • , • e e l  
• , . " CANADA . . . . . . .  112JT0~261~130 
1758O 
V6G It 
a, ~.uJh ,,y At story P~k TEO PRYSI"AY. 
• MANAGER. 
i 
i 
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Coffee prices finally going down 
Coffee, prices in Canada are 
finally dropping after almost a 
year of pocketbook.breaking 
prices. 
The prices are beginning to 
drop following an announcement 
by General Foods on Oct. 4, 1977 
that it was lowering its list prices 
of instant coffee by two cents an 
ounce and ground coffee by 
i 2-15 cents a pound. 
Retail price reductions are 
occurring as stocks of coffee 
purchased at the higher prices are 
used up and replaced by new, 
lower-priced stocks. 
The price for green coffee 
beans on the international market 
has dropped to about $2 a pound 
from a high of $3.40 last April. 
At the retail evel on the day of 
General Foods announcement 
prices in major metropolitan 
areas were about $4.50 a pound 
for ground coffee and $4.30 for a 
six-ounce'jar of instant coffee. 
The prices were driven up as 
shortages occurred on the raw 
bean international market for 
coffee, and continued at high 
levels, although processors de- 
layed passing the increases on to 
the public, and in fact never did 
phass them on to the full extent. 
is was mainly because of 
consumer esistance in the mar- 
ketplace. 
Because of the resistance over 
high prices, coffee isn't selling as 
rapidly as it used to, and proces- 
sors witnessed a decline of about 
25 per cent over 18 months in 
Canadian coffee consumption. 
The AIB feels' these same 
market forces will act to bring 
down the retail prices as quickly 
as possible. Indications are, 
however, the warehouses first 
will be emptied of the higher- 
priced stocks. 
Coffee prices in Canada have finally decreased but exports ace unable to say exactly how mmh win be 
passed on to the consumer They are also unable to predict future coffee price movement 
" ,  Illl ¥ t~,  ~ ~  SCHNI'rZEL OF  HOURS 
I ~ ' a "  . '  v ,  , l  "J ~"  ............ .... HOUSE ' 
I 
W.~/"~ ~"N~k'~ k D INNER-  TUES. -  FR I . -  $PM-10PM 
/ /~  m V "~ SAT. & SUN. - BREAKFAS'I'a LUNCH & DIN- 
~ • " l  ~ NER IOAM-IOPM j 
• l "  l '  ' ~I ' -  I ii I h ~  ,INTERNATIONAI.).CLOSEDMONDAY ,CUISINE, I 
U ,  ,, . ,, i~ ,i L ~  KALUMMOTEL ' 
. : " I "  " 
vn i l~  InK  t0UlKi ...e/~::~,_'~ ~ ' -Y;E MAKE mmm~,~, ,mmm 
"~ ..o.,,.,.,A,.,.o...,,.~i '~  fl~:~ LOT OF T.,NOS .e~Te.  N U l l [  k I 
" • '~ ;  L BE • le 
o , .~, .ou .  ~xou,.~,,~ (] : THE FUOE 
i i I .~  "~~o. , :~ , .~ . . , , : ,0 ,~.  ~ff2 / .~%:~4;4;nLAKELsE AVENUE : . FOR 1 J' "~] l ; l~ . i  ;7  S.'iLltnn ' WEDDING RECEPTIONS /o,.~No,oe.~ , . , v~. ,~.a  • / . . . . . .  " PR IVATE PARTIES 
-'~--~i ~ ............... lw  r'AKE OUT ORDERS WELCOME BANQUETS 
o~,~,,~%%~, 624-2621 or624-3359 CATERING 
• o,,ve.,, 1,, ,,,,. w. , 6,, s,. • , DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE .  
sannman INN ° "PROBABL'; T .E  BES'r" /.., 0 HECTORS . 
,~ , , MON.SAT. 5 PM - I1 PM 
Pools, sounas i ,'., Room to seat 100. - - .: 
CHAR-BROILED'STEAKS Kileh~effes ' :... ~Coknb laSL : . .  
Sound Proof *~ ........ ~ ) " = '  I~ Ime 4~18-8141 
4736 Lakolse Ave Terraoe " D o "  ' ~ "'q~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " I0,[.Id .l 462o Lakolm Avmme 
635-5531 - • , 
Char-Broiled Steak $2:99 ~' ; ; : '~: :  ~'~ ...... .':.,:":" . ,,: ~ 
~r 
,n~u~i.~: BA~) ~OTAT(~ DAOgB NPULAR ,.~ 
CHOICE OF SALADS and 
BOB 
King-Size Steak Dinner $ 4.99 i I 
Tenderloin Steak $4.9.9 WOLLOUGHB¥ !' 
steak & ShrimP Combo $ 4.39 APPEARING NIGHTLY ' RESTAURANT 
Jumbo Shrimp Dinner. ~ 2.99  IN THE LOUNGE*, <:~'  & CANADIAN FOOD 
~ ~ , ~ : 6 ~  10 am to !am Mond y Saturday 
Chopped Beef Dinner $1.59 lS '91 ,S |  11amid 10pro Sunde/ 
The Mikeburger $1 ,39  ~4i l28  II,/. 18 W. PHONE 635-61!1 
• 4 n ~  Torraoo, l .O.  4642 Lazelle West of CFTK 
~I'IC:iS ~UI : I I c  T ~ CN~,qail I~oTl~ql)~r NgTI.~JlI~ I il 
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When crisp fall breez~" 
chill to cold winter winds, it!s 
t ime to think of  warming 
drinks. That most versatile of 
mixers, Baeardi rum, adds a 
pleasant glow to many of 
your favorite drinks. 
Hot chocolate or hot cof- 
fee become terrific warmers 
and taste sensations by sim- 
ply adding a jigger of Baeardi 
l i ght  or  dark  rum and 
whipped cream topping. Or 
try one of these other drinks 
to ward off winter's chill. 
CIDERIF IC  
314 cup apple cider 
I jigger Baeardi dark rum 
I tap. butter 
I cinnamon stick" 
1 dove 
Bring eider to  boll. Re -  
move from heat and add rum 
and butter. Ladle into mugs. 
Add a cinnamon stick and 
dove to each. Serves 1. 
For  12 servings, follow 
same recipe using 7 1/2 cups 
apple eider, 3 cups Bacardi 
dark rum, 4 tab lespoons 
butter and a cinnamon stick 
and clove for ~aeh mug. 
F IRES IDE FL ING 
2 3&6 
SnA'm,,n'roo~y ,N.T0Um 9:00 
9:30 
10:00 WHEEL OF FORTUNE B.C. SCHOO~ 
m~OC~OUT ~W (mlSSUP 10;30 
TO SAY THE LEAST SESAM~ STRttET 11:00 
THE O0t~ rd40W 11:30 
HOU.YWO0U SC~mES eoe MCt.E~ S~OW 12:00 
n~YS OF OUR uvm 12:30 
THE DOCTORS 
m R  WORLD 
sot~vwooo mo~B 1:30 
RYAN'S HOPE 
OF N I~T 
TAKE 30 THE l O'CLOCK MOVIE 
2:00 
2:3@ 
3:00 
4 9 
ART OF GOOKJNO 
JOYCE OAViD$0N SHOW 
OJEE 
FIRST FILMS ON SCIENCE . 
JEAN ~UMNEM SHOW ELL~'TRI¢ 
DEFINITION, WORD~NdTH 
KARmm~ YOOA 
IYs YO~ M~E 
NO~ U HOU~ 
M~E:  
" W '  Part ! 
N~1141~ W~LO 
A L ~ / U  
• ,,smomm,, cp.tzsaorycoogs 3:30 
~UffiTtRFOUa 4:00 Sumonn~sou 
. 'NU~'ORESSUP 4:30 ~OO~SHOW 
THE NEWLY'WED ~ FLINTSTONES 5 :00  
NEWS THE MARY TW.~R MOORE 5:  30 
. o ,m~ss  6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:3@ 
uI"rLE HOUSE ON 
PRAIRIE 
BErrY ~OTE mOW 8:00  
PXQNT PAQE ¢~IA J , . LE I~H~E 8: 30 
SF.A'I"11.~ TONIGHT 
I"IOI.L.YWOGD SCIUN~ES 
LI l l l .E HOUSE ON 
PRAIRIE 
MON. NiG0fi" AT MOVIB 
- -  ,e~# SUPERSPEClAL: 
NEWS MAGAZINE 
MAN ALIVE 
THE NATIOK4L NEt~SERV1CE 
TOmOHr SHOW ~0 ~uNtrrm uw I I :  30 
~ s x o w  
9:00 
9:30 
I0:0@ 
,10:3~ 
! ! :00  
STORIES OF ANERICA 
• @3 ~ME SEE IT 
~I.ECTRIC¢OMPANY 
MEASURE UP 
~ CENTS m 
t2:qo 
M IS FOR MUSIC 
UNLIMITED 
RIACHiNO OUT 
WAmlNmrON ~m~K 
~il,| NI IXI [A~I  ~ THE 
~.~.~P~. '~,.~..~ CHILD 
SESAME STNSEr 
MISTER ROOER 
ELECTRIC COi~okNy 
NEWS Z00~ 
- THE WALTONS 
MiSS CANADA PA~.N~ 
SOAP 
ROSEI"n AND Ry~ 
CTV NEI~ . . . . . . .  
NEMS H0tm.FINN. 
mE LATr.Sa0W 
"Ficlim Ml ln"  
MIG ILIUM MARU 
THE ~CNEIL.LEflRER 
M AM~RICAM HOUSE 
N~/A 
AOE OF UNCERTAINTY 
ONEDIN LiNE 
THM SiCK CAVE1T SHOW 
N O , ~ y  
S/ON OFF 
I t~p. sugar 
1 jigger Bacardi light rum " d j O b  Women doing more angerous s 
I cinnamon stick ' 
1C~:~nneSli~! in---~ients in MANCHESTER, Eng!and women than men," said ' Supt. Jack Brindley of the he said. 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  (CP) --. Britain s snormge Chief Superintendent Peter Greater Manchester Police . . . . .  
. - - s . . , ,p  - . , -  .~-~-- - - ,=.  " " " • " M K te Makes X servin, of l~.lice..men Is crea.fing Hawkins, resldent of the said Manchesterpatrolsare ~u t. maureen .c en y 
For 12 se~ngs, combi.e op~ortunmesfortemamiaw Police .trperintendents ' regularly composed of 19 of ~ntcoinshlre said! ','Not 
4'tbsps. sugar, 3 cups Bacmdi e~orcer.s. . . AssocjMg~.oq m~!!,*:/.: per cent women. Long ago a supervmmg oz- 
light rum, 12 cups hot  t~,irn~ ~ tne present trena "MF~d'd~'"~ '~e an . . .. . fleer, seeing a aangerous 
2 tbaps, ground einnamon ..... continues, our police force abnormally highhumber of "Itis thelower ran~sot a situation developing in a pob 
and 12 lemon slices. ' " c0uld one day  have more inexperience~ women on police forcewh0 have to do or in the sweet, would call 
m~rol duty--and they arc the more dangerous work, for 10 male policemen. Now 
~-~ , ,~-. ~ ~ ~ ~=--~f~ ~-~. A ~.~ Wing  to"replace men in and we ere getting an in- the chances are he will get 
~_- -~.~' -~' - .  ~. --~---.L~[ 1 [ -~ J [~ '~ l  | J /_~\~ I r some violent situations, creasing proportion of seven men and three 
~ ~ - " ~ [  " - - - -~- -~"~ including riots," womenin our lower ranks," women." 
2 3&6 4 9 
To  he lp  yourse l f  d r ive  Sl~AI"In.EI"OOAY INTOUCH 9 :00  ARTOPC00iCiI~ TRLIIL,YAMERICAN 
through mow, place extra 
weight in the back, over -o r  
s l ight ly  beh ind- - the  rear  
wheels. 
Frankly Feminine 
Fashions this season feature 
soft, f,ll skirts, flowing fab- 
rics in challis and crepe de 
chine, ruffled and bowed 
blouses. The new look is 
frankly feminine. To comple- 
merit it, Avon has created 
Ariane in France-an opulent, 
sensuous, distinctively fem- 
inine fragrance. 
A provocative blend of jas- 
mine and other exotic florab. 
it is tinged with hints of 
luscious fruits. Precious 
woods und animal notes un- 
derscore this haunting, long- 
last ing creat ion for the 
tota l ly  femin ine woman. 
Avai lable solely through 
Avon representatives. 
V~ ~m OF FORTUNE 
KNOCKOUT 
TO SAY THE I =~....~,' 
THE O0~G SHOW 
CAN~AN ~ 
i 
' DRESSUP 
SES~ STREET 
HOU.~ SQUNU~S BOE MCLEAN SHOW 
DAYS OF OUR ~ 
111E~ t t~EAM OF JEN~NtE 
N~lr l~  wom.D 
111110~CIJOCI( NIO~II 
NEM.YWmO O~ME 
m 
M 11'IAT TUNI 
MAN FI~M AT IA~I  
MUI.U&tN'S STEW 
Kllm m.mCTION 
U ¸ 
i 
11owmfl" SHOW 
t 
i i 
110MORROW SlIOW 
, I  
~ . w  s~,ums 
RYAN'S H~ 
i 
Oi = NIOHI" 
TAKE THIRI"~r 
m -remiT Y 
PENCIL. BOX 
COIWNG UP RQSIE ..... : 
FILJNSlC0NES 
THE ..uAIy TVt,mR .~,u,;,,~,.~_. 
ii 
MUPPITS 
LAVERNE • SHIRLEY 
HAPPY OAYS 
RENE SIMARD 
M.AS.H. 
~rtm FIpTH F.ST'~ 
i 
IARNEY PqAI L .  
'I1H! NA'r lWi.  
n MmureS Uvm 
9:30  
10 :00  
10 :30  
11 :00  
11 :30  
12 :00  
12 :30  
1 :00  
1 :30  
2 :00  
2 :30  
3 :00  
3 :30  
4:00 
4:30 
S:00 
5:30 
6~00 
6 :30  
7:00 
7:30 
8 :00 
8 :30 
9 :00 
9 :30 
10:00 
10:3Q 
11:00 
11 :30  
12:00,  
JOYI~ OAVlum~i SHOW 
JEAN CANNWVl SHOW 
OEFIMTION 
KAREENS YOGA 
rr, s YO4m J~ 
NOON NEWS HOUR 
EI.~.~AIC COMPANY 
COVER TO COYER 
AS ~M SEE IT 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
MOVIE MATINEE M IS F~ MUSIC 
"Sllmml" P i t  3 114E MUSIC PLACE 
ALL AIOUT YOU 
NNIOTHIm ~ m~n4N~-i"i~ 
Al./m ~ SI40W 
THl WOAD SHOp 
EI.ACK vmm-m..iVll ON 
1HE BLACK EX~kiENCE 
RAM)S0N M :~msr  i 
11HB GONG SHOW 
NI~SHOUR 
MR, ~M,~i~i" NEIGH* 
ELEClmI¢ ¢OMP~'Y 
mo m.ul m 
STARS GN ICE THE MACNIII.*MIHEER , ? ~  
SEARCH AHO EBCUIE ' NINI'S JOUEN~ 
~ ATLMITI| IN ~ AT 
t O U W  
i 
t~va  
m m  ~w~. 
IHI I~t11 IHOW 
NHin  Is a Lmaly llwmr" 
W0t.F IW~ 
NMMMY 
L~-  ----f PYTH~ 
q StMNMY - 
l i l l l l l l  a I I I  
mLEC11~ ~ t Y  
tAIINO ~ M  
Labor 
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Groups ,:. _ .2 .  
In line* 
An increasing number of labor 
groups are submitting compensa. 
tion plans to the Anti-Inflation 
Board which are at or below the 
arithmetic guidelines. 
From the beginning of the 
anti-inflation program to late 
August, 1977, the AIB analysed 
almost 50.000 reports covering 
more than three million 
employees and that more than 
two thirds of these plans prop- 
osed increases at or below the 
guidelines. 
During the first year Of the 
program less than 60 per cent of 
the increases proposed to the 
Board were at or below the 
guidelines. Recent figures, avail- 
able m the Board. show the rate 
at about 70 per cent for cases 
received between July 29 and 
August 19. 
Compensation plans within the 
guidelines are normally handled 
by AIB staff, while those in 
excess come before the seven- 
member Board for decision. To 
date the Board has mad~ 1 i,072 
decisions on cases involving in- 
creases above the arithmetic 
~uidelines and 517 decisions 
revolving proposed increases ex- 
ceeding the $2,400 ceiling on 
average increases for any group. 
m ~ F U  
l a ~  
IO SAY THE ' .,aev 
THE OONO SHOW 
HOU..YWOOD SmJUdlES 
DAYS O1: OUR UVES 
~E ogcro~s 
ANOTHER WORLD 
f -  
'11~ l O'CJ.O~ Mgtllll 
Nm 
ORI[OON TlUdL 
CYRUS EATON 
mO ~.w~ ! 
NIMIS ...... 
;5" 
'MlSllRN SCHOOLS 
IDIIIIIIUP 
m u m  
l IIIIIM OF JUNNli 
HOU.YWOOO SQUARES 
RY~4'S HOPl 
EUOE OF NIOHT 
TAKE 30 
¢IU.IHITY ¢00KI 
. HOiVdUV~ MAOAZIHE 
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY 
FIJNTSTONES 
THE MARY TYLER MOORE 
HOUROLASS 
C.HJ.P.S. 
I 
THE WATSON.REPORT 
THE NMIONAL 
fe .-=..-..ma uw 
9:30  
10:00 
10:3~ 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1 :30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30  
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:39 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
~o:~ 
I1:0Q 
11:30 
12:00 
JEAN ¢NINEM SHOW 
.~PlNI~ION 
KtRMIN~ YOOa 
IT'll YO(II MObil 
PMON NLA~$ tlOIM~ 
. | 1 :  
ANOT~ WORLD 
ALAN HNV~L SHOW 
S lU~ AND SON 
THi  O0NO SHOW 
NHt. HOC~ 
i 
mira(l" I |  lli0lJOfl 
MARIO ~ "1he Oral. 
fettw" 
Cl'V N~ 
m HOrn ~U.  
'rm L~ms~Wt 
-in ~ n;,,;'" 
'SBLP INCO~lrED 
B.m., siC ~MPANY 
~ AND I lU l~ES 
COrn  '10 ¢OVlm 
ELECTnI¢ ¢0t/PANY 
SPINNING STORIES 
COVI[R TO COVIBI 
M IS FOil MUSIC 
STORIES OF AMI[RICA 
MN(INO MUSIC 
AGE OF UNCERTAINI'Y 
. SESAM~ STREEt' 
i 
i 
THE MACNEIL-LIHREII 
auu.c~ 
~ T  ~ .  
Management accepting less 
were reported by companies not when the rate of year-over-year 
subject to AIB regulations, In increase was 14.2 per cent,•the 
half of  those 38 positions, the highest so far in the 1970'.s. ~ 
difference in salary increase was The AIB announced Sep- 
m" excess of 20 per cent. if~r o , ) .~,  tembifi ''~ 26 that a further six 
general, the annual rate of co - msu/ '~e  companies have re- 
pensation.increases t'ormanagers" ceived AIB approval for pre. 
has declined steadily since 1975. mium reductions "" 
I 
rules. The survey compueO com- 
parative information on salary 
increases for 1977 and 1976 for 
44 managemefi(" ~,s~l~i~at  
compan~e,  tl~t S l~f l~f~er  
they wde .~bjecTto AIB rules. 
In 38 of these management posi- 
tions, higher salary increases 
-i/Got An r Ideas? 
The average annual salary' in- 
crease among managers ha~ 
dropped to 9.2 per cent so far this 
year, according to a survey by 
H~V. Chapman ,an~l Associates 
Ltd. The survey attributed much 
of the slack trend in raises to the 
impact of Anti-Inflation Board 
until dry ingredients are 
moistened. Batter will be 
lumpy. Bake on hot griddle 
using 1/3 cup batter for 
each. 
Dot with butter and 
sprinkle with icing sugar 
mixed with cinnamon. 
Makes 6. 
B.C APPLE 
PANCAKES 
Start your day off right 
with this hearty and nut- 
ritious breakfast. 
I cup all-~urpose flour 
1' teaspoon baking powder 
1/4 teaspoon salt 
2 tablespoons white sugar 
1 egg 
1 cup milk 
2 tablespoons melted butter 
1 cup peeled, finely chopped 
B.C. Spartan apples 
Garnish: 
Icing sugar 
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon 
Sift the dry ingredients 
together. Combine egg, 
milk, butter and apple. Add 
to dry ingredients. Stir just 
What's (~.E.D.? Do you know how to make a stained glass 
window? Or cook a French meal while learning to speak 
Frenc.h. 
If not, we are planning our spring courses now. If you 
know how to do or make something, and think you 
could teach others or if you want to learn anything, and 
think others would too 
• please Contact 
Frances Long at  
Community Education Services 
Terrace School Board 
3205 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-4931 Loc. 56 
Tempting new treats 
with 'B.C.' Apples--in a 16- 
page, new Recipe Book. For 
your copy, send 25c to: 
B.C. Apple • Recipe 
Book, 
B.C. Tree Fruits Lim- 
ited, 
Kelowna, B.C. VIY 7N6 
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Bill Smiley 
I'm for 
conscription 
By BILL SMILEY 
A WHILE ago, Defense 
Minister Danson sent up a 
trial balloon suggesting he 
would not be averse to con- 
scripting young Canadians 
into the armed forces. 
! thought it wasn't a bad 
idea. Guys my age always 
think it isn't a bad idea to 
conscript he young. "Give 
'era a bit of discipline. Put 
some backbone in them," we 
huff. 
Many other nations have 
conscription schemes under 
which young men t~ust serve 
from one year to two in the 
armed forces, then are listed 
in the reserve, and go back 
once every couple of years 
for a few weeks for a re- 
fresher course. 
Switzerland is the classic 
example. It has a cracking 
good army and a large, well- 
trained reserve, although it 
has never been m a war, as a 
nation, it doesn't have much 
use for a navy, for some 
reason. 
in Britain, used for many 
years to a small regular army 
of professionals, and swarms 
of volunteers in time of war, 
the National Service, as it 
was called, was introduced 
after World War II and was 
very unpopular, it has since 
been cancelled, as the need 
for bodies in the services 
shrank with the shrinking of 
the Empire. 
It was pretty well the same 
in the States. That infamous 
thing called The Draft was 
suffered in war time, but 
when it was used to train 
young men to go and kill 
people in a senseless war 
thousands of miles from 
home, for no logical reason, 
it met with calumny, chi- 
canery, and plain draft- 
dodging, along with a deser- 
tion rate that was a national 
scandal. 
That's not quite what 
Barney Danson and I had in 
mind. I wouldn't mind seeing 
a modest form of conscrip- 
tion in which everyone was 
called up, except of course, 
your sons and daughters, and 
mine. 
What I'd like to see would 
be more like the Dutch con- 
scription system, in which 
the troops can have long hair 
and beards, belong to a 
union, elect heir own NCOs 
and wear civvies when not on 
duty. 
Conscripts would be well 
paid -- about $100 a week -- 
would get one week off for 
every three weeks in service, 
and armed forces kitchens 
would have the best food in 
the world, obtside of four- 
star restaurants. 
The usual perks, of course, 
would remain: free dental 
and medical service, duty- 
free smokes and booze, free 
travel on leave. 
One more thing i would in- 
troduce, i would get rid of 
the arrant sexism that exists 
in our present armed forces. 
Women would share the 
same jobs, the same pay, the 
same privileges, and the same 
barracks, as the men. 
Women would have the 
same number of senior of- 
ficers, based on the propor- 
tion of females in the service, 
just as the French Canadians 
have now. 
Women would be given 
maternity leave, with. no 
blight on the old escutcheon, 
just as lady school teachers 
are now. With one dif- 
ference. They would have a 
built-in baby sitter when they 
went from the swaddling 
clothes phase back into 
uniform. 
Just to make it fair, men 
would be given paternity 
leave, although possibly not 
the six months granted 
women. Free day-care ser- 
vices would be provided for 
the children of parents who 
were both in the forces. 
Medicals would be a little 
more lenient, i'd admit any- 
body who: could see his or 
her hand before his/her face; 
did not have venereal dis- 
ease; was missing no more 
than two limbs. This would 
absorb about 94 per cent of 
our young unemployed. 
But this would cost rail. 
lions, you will exclaim. 
Of course it would. Bil- 
lions in fact. But what's a 
billion these days? How 
many billions are we now 
throwing off the end of the 
dock to these same people, in 
the form of unemployment 
insurance, welfare cheques, 
reform schools, jails, psy- 
chiatric treatment, and edu- 
cation? 
i guarantee you we'd 
break even. And look what 
we'd gain. We could close up 
two-thirds of our institutions 
of higher learning, which 
would be no great loss. We 
could cut unemployment 
payments to the bone. We 
could trim the fat off the 
obese, and bolster the health 
of the badly nourished, with 
good service grub. We could 
absorb all those dentists and 
doctors Who now have to 
make $100,000 .a~'ear to sur- 
vive. 
In five years, we could 
have an at'reed force that 
would make Guatemala 
quiver in its boots. At the 
pre.seht, he only nation we 
could lick is Iceland. Without 
Greenland. 
But 1 am never one to try 
to foist my opinions, how- 
ever brilliant, without some 
solid backing. That's why 1 
did an inforlnal survey with 
some of my senior .classes. 
They thought i was right on, 
after I'd outlined my ideas. 
"Wow!" was the reaction 
of Etvira, back in Grade 12 
after an unsuccessful attempt 
to establish a career in walt- 
ressing. "You mean we'd all 
live together in them there --  
whadda ya call them, sir --  
barracks?" 
"Ya mean I'd get a hun- 
dred bucks a week just for 
drivin' around in a tank or 
goin' for a cruise on one of 
them big ships?" queried Joe 
Muffraw, who is 20 years old 
and has never been away 
from home or held in his 
hand more than a 10-dollar 
bill in his life. 
"Who gets to be officers, 
and how much do they make, 
and are they fed better?" 
asked Christopher, the class 
whiz. "Sure sounds easier 
than four years of college 
and no job." 
That's just a sampling. 1 
asked for a show of hands 
from those who were unal- 
terably opposed. Not a hand 
was raised. But of course, 
they were not sure what unal- 
terably meant. 
© The Argyle Syndicate Ltd. 
One last stage fling for Andy Williams 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Andy 
Williams, a bey from Wall 
Lake, Iowa, here to launch 
his first cross-Canada tour-- 
which he says will also be 
his last anywhere before 
easing into semiretirement. 
He flew to Ottawa Sunday 
and should be less of a trial. 
Since his first appearances 
there, new accoustie baffles 
have been installed to make 
show sounds more 
manageable. 
Williams made his first 
record album in 1961, Danny 
night from Los Angeles,~now~, Boy, quickly followed by 
his home, and after "~' Moon River, Days of Wine 
sleepless night was tired and Roses, and  Call Me 
and still unshaven when Irresvonsible.  He now 
interviewed about his future 
plans. 
He will open his Canadian 
tour at the National Arts 
Centre Tuesday night, 
appear ing with Buddy 
Rich's IS-piece band and his 
own baelc-up singers. The 
tour, running to Dec. 4, will 
take the show to Hamilton, 
Ont., Winnipeg, Calgary 
Edmonton and Vancouver. 
But will he interrupted in 
mid.November for a quick 
flight to London England, to 
he host at the Miss World 
eant in the Royal ,ber t  
, one of  the woHd's 
biggest audi tor iums,  a 
space so vast as to daunt 
many a soloist, big hand or 
cherm. 
For Williams, however, it 
will be a return engagement 
that emerges from the 
average home television set, 
whatever high fidelity is fed 
into studio microphones. 
When people l~arn they 
can get better sound and 
insist that manufacturers 
improve the quality of the 
loud-speakers in •home TV 
sets, televis ion will be 
forced to serve the public 
demand, he said. 
. Hold a fitness party 
Give your family, friends and 
counts his record sales you a break this year. Entertain 
around the world at more this Christmas season with par- 
than 35 million, ties that sway gently from the 
PLANS TO RETIRE 
He apparently feels he has 
earned the pr iv i lege  of 
taking life with more ease. 
When he announced in 
September his plans to 
retire at the end of this year, 
that was, he said in the 
interview here, "when I was 
tired, in the midst of a big 
tour." 
tow.m , g piy stow down, to cut out 
touring mad concentrate his 
work in recordings, TV 
shows, and an annual six- 
week engagement a t  
Caesar's Palee in, Lag 
V~aas. 
fie of course wumbles at 
he poor quality of sound 
traditional cocktail party, open 
house or elaborate dinner. 
Everyone, it seems, is be- 
coming more fitness-conscious 
by the day. Festive parties with 
rich foods and endless drinks 
don't much help the cause. So a 
party centered around afun sport 
in which children and adults alike 
can participate, will be a guar- 
anteed success. 
The sport you choose to high- 
light your party depends onYour 
friends and your.locale. Skating 
is probably the easiest and least 
expensive for all concerned. But 
cross-country skiing, snow-shoe- 
ing, and tobogganing are other 
good possibilities. 
In keeping with your theme of 
having a"fun but fit" party, serve 
foods that have *lots of taste 
appeal but are jam-packed with 
nutrition. 
Drinks should be hot, but to 
• keep out of the kitchen serve a
limited selection. Hot bouillon 
spiked with a little sherry is low in 
calories and does wonders for 
warming the tummy. And hot- 
mulled wine is not only fitting for 
.the occasion, bat is a favorite 
with most people. 
• For the children and teetot- 
allers in your group, have a 
steaming pot of hot apple cider 
uearby. 
Serve help-yourself-foods like 
cheese fondue, make-your-own 
sandwiches and a selection of, 
cheese and fruit. 
Choose a crispbread instead of 
a conventional bread for your 
party needs. Crispbread is a 
11 which originated crisp, dry bread 
in Scandinavia and is used there 
everyday for open-faced sand- 
wiches. Because it is naturally dry 
it can be arranged on platters 
hours in advance with an array of 
sandwich toppings and will be 
"fresh" when it's time for your 
party. Conventional bread, on. 
the other hand, dries out quickly. 
Choose a few varieties of 
crispbread S O your guests have a 
greater, selection. Ry-King, for ' 
example, comes in three varieties 
- -  golden rye, light and wheat. 
And since it is made from whole 
groin flour and has no added 
preseryatives your nutrition and 
fitness-conscious friends should 
be delishted. 
I f  YOu find yourself short on 
ideas, United Biscuits (Canada) 
Ltd. can help you out. They have 
a free booklet giving numerous 
ways for using crispbrcad. Write 
to them at 2141 Jane Street, Suite 
204, Downsview, Ontario, M3M 
IA2. 
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